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CHAPrER I 
THE PftOBLI!l!: 
1. Introduction 
The problem of evaluating the results of social group work is of 
central importance to the advance of the profession in its efforts to help 
people to improve their social relationships. If this process of evalua-
tion is to be meaningful to the practitioner and to scientists in related 
disciplines reliable and valid evaluative instruments must be developed. 
This study is concerned with testing the reliability of one 
which has been developed by Saul B. Bernstein. !/ The tool 
such tool 
is one of 
three charts which were designed as rating scales for individual and group 
progress in social group work agency settings.~ The Group Evaluation 
Chart, on which this study focuses, attempts to measure the movement of 
the group as a unit, in terms of several criteria, toward certain goals 
which are considered by Professor Bernstein to be those commonly accepted 
as important by most group workers. 
2. Need for Good Evaluative Instruments 
Suppose an iron ring was placed around the earth at the 
equator, assuming the surface to be smooth so that a 
. !/ }!r. Bernstein has been very helpful in suggesting this general area 
for research and in clarifying problems as they arose • 
. ~ Saul B. Bernstein, Charting Group Progress, Association Press New 
York, 1949. It is recommended that the article be read in conjunction 
with this study. 
1. 
close fit could be obtained. Suppose the ring were cut 
in one place and seven additional feet were inserted into 
the circumference? How far would this cause the hoop to 
stand out from the earth. ]/ 
Lundberg cites this familiar problem to illustrate how our "common 
sense" judgements can err when unaided by objectifying devices, in this 
case the simple formula for finding the circumference of a circle. The re-
action of most people when applying common sense to the solution of the 
problem is to say that the hoop would stand out only thousandths of an 
inch or that the difference could not even be noticed. Actually, applying 
the formula, we find that because of the constant relationship between the 
circumference and the diameter of any circle (3.14 to 1), the hoop in this 
case would stand out over a foot. Continuing to discuss the requirements 
for the development of objectifying devices, Lundberg says it is necessary 
that, "the senses of different persons ••••• be made to perceive alike," and 
that, "a standardized system of symbols and terminology be developed by 
which sense experiences could be accurately described." ~Hunt and Kogan, 
themselves psychologists who have contributed much toward developing 
measuring instruments for social casework, have stated that, "the advan-
tages of standardized evaluative tools need not be elaborated. Suffice it 
is to say that assessment based on subjective impression will inevitably 
be critic~zed for unreliability, bias, and failure to take account of sig-
nificant factors." 2/ Roy Sorenson, representing the views of group 
]/. George A. Lundberg1 Social Research, Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 1942, P. uB. 
~ Ibid. P. 50 
2/ J. MeV. Hunt and Leonard S. Kogan, Measuring Results in Social Case-
work: A Manual on Judging Movement, Family Service Association o-f-
America, New York, 1956, P. 6. 
2. 
:; . 
workers whose studies he reviewed, commented that, "all studies in the 
field of informal education, recreation, and group work are handicapped by 
the lack of accepted criteria of appraisal ••••• • §/ 
The concern that has been expressed by social workers over the lack 
of evaluation of the results of social work need hardly be further elabor-
ated in this study, since it has appeared so often, as indicated above, in 
books, and articles, and in conversations between social workers and peo-
ple in allied disciplines. Group work, as it is practiced today, in social 
agencies which have divergent backgrounds, settings, purposes and phil-
osophies, and which serve many different types of people in as many dif-
ferent ways, with trained, semitrained and untrained staffs, finds itself 
in a somewhat difficult emergent state. While trying to explain to itself 
and to others how it is related to but distinct from such disciplines as 
physical education, recreation, and group therapy, it faces the task of 
developing a body of knowledge, theory and techniques which are communi-
cable to not only its own practitioners, but also to social science and 
to the related practices. 'With the goal in mind that the final person to 
benefit from this evaluation and theory is the client, 1/ there are some 
intermediate goals which must be recognized. In addition to the inesca-
pable importance of convincing agency boards, community financing organiza-
tions and the public that group work is worth the time, money and effort, 
§! Roy Sorenson, "Group Work and Group Work Agencies in Recent Community 
Studies," Proceedings of the National Conference of Social Work, 
1937, P. 310. 
7/Richard C. Cabot, quoted in Murray H. Berman, Charts for Evaluation 
- :!:!). ! Group Work Setting, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Social Work, 1950, P. 9. 
3. 
· there is the problem of securing working and research support from allied 
practices and sciences. Of course, if and before this is possible, group 
work must decide what its goals are and discover how effective its 
methods are for attaining these goals. And in turn these two functions 
depend on the development of adequate and relevant techniques and tools for 
·evaluation. 
In general social work has relied for assessing how good a job is 
being done on what could generally be termed "clinical judgement," the 
often intuitive ability of the experienced worker to diagnose a condition, 
prescribe treatment (this use of the term iD its broadest sense) and de-
termine how well the process turned out. It has been often stated - some-
times with suspiciously defensive zeal - that in working with human beings 
one cannot use "cold" scientific methods or measuring gadgets. There is 
no argument with the fact that the practice of social work does individu-
alize, it is in its performance an art, and it does require the giving of 
personal warmth by the worker. Yet, to use an analogy, the painter looks 
for the finest brush, and no one would criticize the surgeon for making 
full use of the findings of medical science when deciding how to treat a 
cancer. As the physician, "expert" though he may be, employs a ther-
mometer to gauge the effects of his treatment on a patient, so does the 
group worker, need an instrument to help him to know whether his efforts 
with a group of people have succeeded and "how much." 
3. Background and Related Studies 
One of the first attempts made for objective, quantitative evaluation 
of casework treatment was the development by John Dollard and 0. H. Howrer 
4. 
of a rating process for application to case records. §/The variable that 
the test charted was the incidence of tension-indicating statements during 
the course of treatment as revealed in the case record. The rate of de-
crease in the number of distressful statements as the case progressed was 
taken as the measure of success or failure. Significant reliability was 
obtained when judges reading through records of several cases obtained 
similar ratings in terms of the incidence of these statements. However, 
in testing the validity of this "Discomfort Relief Quotient," as it was 
called, a very low correlation was obtained with both case workers' 
clinical judgements 21 and ratings obtained through the use of another 
instrument, the "Movement Scale, 11 developed by Hunt and Kogan • .!2f:rt was 
suggested that because the conceptual basis of the D.R.Q. instrument was 
in learning theory rather than in case work it may not have had the ability 
to take into account many of the factors operating in the case 
ment setting.~ An example of this might be a client who was 
work treat-
repressing 
his anxiety. The D.R.Q. would necessarily have to give a relatively high 
rating here. Conversely, where the same client became abletbrough.treatment 
to recognize his problem and anxiet~ he might begin verbalizing this dis-
comfort. Here the D.R.Q. rating would be lower whereas the case worker 
§/ John Dollard and O.H.Mowrer, "A Method of Measuring Tension in 
Written Documents," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 194 7, 
PP. 3-32. - -
21 J. MeV. Hunt, "Measuring Movement in Casework," Journal of Social 
Casework, 1948, 29:343-351. 
"}£/ Hunt and Kogan, .2E..:, £!1:. PP. 10, 11. 
1!f Ibid., PP. 78, 79. 
'· 
would consider that progress had been made because the problem was being 
faced. The Family Service of St. Paul developed a scale along the lines 
of gradations of relative improvement by clients in a casework setting. !Y 
An attempt was made to assess movement of a more 
specialized group work setting by Benecke.!2/ He 
specific type in a 
developed a four point 
scale with the scale points operationally defined in terms of behavioral 
indices, to chart the acceptance or rejection on the part of the normal 
(non-handicapped) members of a physically handicapped member in a small 
group, and on the part of the handicapped member of himself, during the 
course of a year. Group records were utilized and incidents showing one 
of the four attitudes were counted, the analysis being concerned basic-
ally with the relative appearance of these attitudes throughout the year • 
.!!±/ The Movement Scale, developed by Hunt and others, the writer 
believes to be the best evaluative instrument thus far developed for case 
work, and the experimental methodology and training program associated 
with its development, validation and use to be of great value in suggest-
ing comparable efforts in group work. In order to provide a validity 
test for the above mentioned D.R.Q., ten case workers rated 38 of 39 case 
records that had been used for checking the reliability of the D.R.Q. in 
g/A. A. Heckman, "Measuring the Effectiveness of Agency Services," 
Journal ££ Social Casework, December, 1948. 
!2( Walter C. Benecke, The Physically Disabled Child in his ~ Group: 
His Attitude Toward Himself, and the Attitude of His Peers Toward 
Mim, Unpublished Master 1s Thesis,-soston University School of Social 
ork, 1955 • 
.!!±f Hunt and Kogan, op. cit., and Hunt, M. Blenkner and Kogan, Testing 
Results in Social Casework: ! ~~££~Movement Scale, 
Family Service Association of America, New York, 1950. 
6. 
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terms of a five point movement scale, running: none, slight, moderate, 
considerable and great. The correlation between the ratings derived from 
the two scales was very low: + .• ·2 (in a correlation test of this type +1,00 
would indicate complete agreement between the two sets of ratings). However, 
there was found to be a mean inter-correlation among the judges employing 
the five point scale of +,70. 
Proceeding from this encouraging result1 the Movement Scale was ap-
plied to the same 38 cases by four groups of judges, representing varying 
degrees of training and experience. The group mean inter-judge correla-
tions were as follows: five district case work secretaries, +,78; ten 
randomly selected case workers, +,70; five New York School of Social Work 
students, +,64; and five Brown University students, +.59. Thus agreement 
among judges was seen to have a positive relation to their degree of 
training and experience in the field. This fact was a spur to further 
investigation, and the five secretaries and ten case workers who between 
them had shown a correlation of ,94 in their ratings were questioned on 
their bases for rating. These criteria for rating were narrowed down to 
four: adaptive efficiency, disabling habits and conditions, verbalized 
attitudes and understanding and environmental circumstances. Next, a 
seven point ordinal scale was developed, going from plus four to minus 
two, zero representing no change. To define the various scale points, 
anchor illustrations were used, and abstract definitions were used for 
the criteria. The method of implementing a field test of the scale was 
quite complex. Briefly, it involved four main problems. First was the 
question of reliability, which was concerned with whether judges could 
agree on the degrees of movement in the 38 test cases when applying the 
7. 
revised scale, and whether ratings by the workers of their own cases would 
agree with the ratings on those cases by independent judges. Second was 
the question of whether the scale was applicable (was the information 
necessary for judgement available in the record?), and whether it was 
relevant (did the goals of the worker in the case coincide with the 
definition of movement given iri the scale?). Third was the question of 
how much of the movement observed was the result of casework. Fourth and 
last was the question of whether the scale could be used regularly in 
agency practice (some of the considerations here are expense, time and 
training facilities). 
As for results: the scale proved to be significantly reliable; 
among the ratings of 22 case workers judging the 38 cases there was a 
+.90 correlation and a +.80 between the ratings of judges of own cases 
and independent judges. Five interviews were found to be the' minimum for 
giving applicability for judging with the scale. The experimenters con-
cluded that improvement was associated with case work in about two-thirds 
of the clients for whom the scale was applicable and relevant. The.ac-
curacy of such a conclusion seems still open to question, however, con-
sidering the difficulty in knowing the relative effects of the myriad 
influences operating outside the case work situation. Feasibility of 
everyday use was not considered to be high since the time involved in 
training judges to apply the scale was usually over 23 hours. However, 
it was pointed out that elimination of some of the written analyses 
might shorten the required time, and that some of the time might be spent 
under agency supervision programs. The experimenters found difficulty 
8. 
~= 
in applying the scale to families since movement was not always uniform 
for the various members. The scale was deemed more reliable when applied 
to one individual at a time. 1'he conclusion was that as far as a relia-
ble assessment of agency functioning, the movement scale was as effective 
and inexpensive a method as was available.· 
The social sciences have contributed much to the understanding of 
121 group process and have made some notable progress in the areas of task 
. l§j . 
completion and decision making. Also many frUltful hypotheses and tech-
niques for working with and between groups have been developed by the 
growing body of "marginal men" who at present are scientist-practitioners 
in an interdisciplinary effort, and who can best be called human relations 
specialists.11/ However valuable these various findings may be, the writer 
has found in his own brief experience and from conversations with social 
work practitioners and other representatives of social science and prac-
tice, that social work, and more 
group work, must develop its own 
specifically in terms of this study, 
tools.l§fThe failure of the D.R.Q. is a 
case in point to demonstrate the difficulties that arise when academically 
derived knowledge is put to work in a practical situation without careful 
adaptation. By way of analogy, it can be seen how in the field of aviation, 
15/ Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander, Group Dynamics, Row Peterson and 
Company, New York, 1953. 
16/ Herbert Thelen, ~amics of Groups at Work, The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 19 • 
!1/ Some examples of this are given in Stuart Chase's Roads to Agreement, 
Harper and Bros., New York, 1943. 
!§! An illustration of the inadequacy of social science findings for di-
rect application in the Practical Setting is given in Ralph L. Kolodny, 
~ Contribution £! Research and E;perimentation in the Social Sciences 
l£ Leadership Training~ Group~ Unpublished Master's Thesis, Bos-
ton University School of Social Work, 1951. 
9. 
" 
despite all the knowledge of aerodynamics, engine performance, and metal 
stress, new models must be tested time and time again in "live" situations 
and the insights derived fed back to the laboratory. 
Group workers, in attempting to evaluate quantitatively the results 
of their work have usually concentrated on such areas as attendance fig-
urea, family background and participation in types of activity and the 
like,!2/but have shied away from quantification of factors associated with 
group process and the less tangible effects of their efforts. As was men-
tioned before, most of the evaluation of the subtler aspects of group work 
has been performed by the exercising of clinical judgement; and as was 
shown by some parts of Hunt's work, when a body of specialists is given 
some common basis for judgement they are able to do a pretty accurate, 
reliable job. 
4. The Instrument 
ftecognizing the fact that experts in the field could agree on eval-
uative ratings, Saul Bernstein presented for the first time groups of cri-
teria for group and individual development in a group setting, with a 
scale upon which periodic checks could be made during the course of the 
worker's association with the group.~ The thirteen criteria for group 
evaluation were as follows: 
12/ W. L. Kindelsperger, Statistical Measurement in zroup Work, 
Eli Gate House Corporation, privately printed, 19 1. 
~ Bernstein, .2E.:. ~ 
10. 
;: 
1, Attendance 
2. Group organization 
3. Group standards 
4. iltider horizons 
5. Social responsibility to (a) each other, 
(b) the agency and (c) the community 
6. Enriched interests 
7. Handling conflicts 
8. Leadership and participation 
9. Cooperative planning 
10. Group thinking 
11. Group loyalty and morale 
12. Acceptance of differences 
13. Decreasing need of leader 
As was mentioned previously, Bel~stein furnished these criteria as a ten-
tative list in terms of which the movement of groups toward desirable 
goals (as conceived by group workers) could be charted. He saw the 
limitations of the list in that it might not apply to agencies with 
special goals (religious education being an example), and could not ac-
count for differences among members, but had to take an average for the 
group. General definition and illustrations of the criteria were fur-
nished to give a uniform basis for evaluation. The scale was a four 
point verbal one, running: retrogression, static, slight progress, great 
21/ progress.-- Movement for all criteria was considered to be relative to 
the position or developmental status of the group at the beginning of the 
worker's association with them. To cite an example, a group might be well 
organized (criterion 2) but have very limited interests (criterion 6), 
and during the course of the rating period remain "static" in organiza-
tion but achieve great progress through acquisition of new interests. 
Thus the chart did not attempt to compare the absolute state of develop-
ment in relation to other groups or between any two criteria at any point 
~ This scale is included in Appendix A, P,82. 
n. 
in time. As Bernstein said: 
A further difficulty is the manifold variation among 
groups: in age, sex, education, previo,ces group experience, 
social disorganization in the neighborhood and in many 
other respects ••••• To assess all on exactly the same 
scale would violate rather than forward our professional 
standards. It may well be feasible, however, to use a 
nucleus of criteria for all groups ••••• but the applica-
tion of the tests must be relative to the stage of develop-
ment of each group ••••• The directions (criteria) are gen-
eral but the starting point and the distance covered are 
specific to the group under consideration.~ 
Bernstein suggested that the charts could be employed in several 
ways: by direct observation of the group by worker and supervisor and 
through discussion of bases for ratings, by reading of good records by 
the supervisor or by several workers for experimental purposes, and by 
direct observation of the group by judges in an experiment. He emphasized 
the need for good interpretation on the meaning and method of use of the 
chart and for adequate, accurate records. More consideration to this 
point will be given later. 
In a follow-up study of the usefulness of the charts to volunteer 
w leaders at a summer day camp in working with groups there, Berman 
checked the degree to which his ratings of group progress as revealed in 
the leaders' records agreed with the leaders' own ratings. The mean co-
efficient of correlation was +.445 for all records and criteria. 241 The 
leaders' attitudes toward the charts were checked, and a lack of under-
standing of the criteria and of the use of the charts was noted. Berman 
~Bernstein, .21!.:. cit., P. 3. 
'Q/ Berman, .21!.:. cit • 
~Ibid., P. 48. 
12. 
:: 
--d-
suggested on the basis of his findings that: (1) through a census of 
agencies' "norms," for levels of group development be derived to enable 
rating of a group on an "absolute" scale, (2) the criteria and their 
definitions be somewhat revised by the same.process, and some combina-
tions be made to reduce their number from 13 to 9 in the group evaluation 
chart, (3) leaders employing the charts receive thorough training in their 
use and the relation of supervision and recording to this use, and (4) 
the charts be modified to suit individual agency needs and leaders' skill~ 
In response to the Berman study and requests from students from the 
Boston University School of Social Work who were using the charts to 
evaluate groups with whom they worked in group work agencies in and around 
Boston, the scale was changed from a verbal to a numerical one of sixteen 
points running from minus five to plus ten. Also an attempt was made to 
establish a "normal" rating by considering the zero point in the scale 
to be the "average" for newly formed groups of the same age, sex, neigh-
borhood and socio-economic background as the group being rated. In an at-
26/ 
tempt to discover whether some norms did exist along these lines, Groth,--
using the factors cited in Bernstein's definition of his criteria for 
group evaluation and additional factors suggested by group work students 
and practitioners, constructed a questionnaire focusing on the problem. 
Students using their own groups, and supervisors, drawing from more gen-
eral experience, answered questions dealing with whether groups of boys 
from 10 to 13 and from 14 to 16 years of age could achieve various stages 
~ Ibid., pp 87' 88. 
~ Lawrence B. Groth, The Formulation of .! Tool £EE. the Establishment of 
Norms of Group Behavior, Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
School of Social Work, 1952. 
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(derived from the above-mentioned factors) in terms of each criterion. 
He found no significant differences in response associated with different 
types of agencies, and whether there would be this trend with a larger 
sample he was unable to say. He found evidence of "normal" behavior for 
both age groups. Although Groth's sample was small and the range of ages 
he tested narrow, he pointed out a potentially fruitful method whereby a 
standard might be derived which would enable the group worker to assess 
how his groups rated in relation to the normal (in the sense of an average) 
pattern for sex, age and background, Also, there remains the possibility 
of the establishment of modified criteria and norms for different types 
of agencies. 
The Bernstein Group Evaluation Chart, as it is currently being used, 
then, still relies on the subjective evaluation of the rater to establish 
what "average" behavior is for groups of the type that he is judging. 
Then he decides where the particular group stands initially for each 
criterion in relation to this average, and how much it moves from this 
point as time passes. Thus, the chart attempts to measure two phenomena; 
where the group stands at any particular point in time in relation to the 
"average," and the magnitude and direction of movement over stated time 
periods. It should be pointed out once more that the points in the 
rating scale have not as yet been defined and that anchoring illustra-
tions are not used as yet in the application of the chart. 
To date, then no test under controlled conditions has been done to 
determine whether the Group Movement Chart, upon which this study is 
focused, is, as it is currently being employed, a reliable instrument. 
14. 
5. Research Questions 
Generally speaking the question involved is whether the Group Evalua-
tion Chart is reliable. The rationale and limitations of the test which 
was applied will be discussed under Research Design and Limitations. The 
specific questions designed to answer the reliability question are as 
follows: 
1. To what degree can judges using the Group Evaluation 
Chart agree in their ratings of movement as seen in a 
given group record? 
2. Is there a difference between the ratings of trained, 
semi-trained and non-trained judges? 
3. Is there any correlation (positive or negative) be-
tween the degree of training and experience of judges 
and their tendency to agree or disagree in ratings? 
In other words, would there be more or less agree-
ment among trained judges than among non-trained jud-
ges? 
4. Is there greater agreement on some criteria than on 
others? 
5. Do relative agreement or disagreement on particular 
criteria vary with training and experience of judges? 
6. Do agreement and disagreement vary between scoring 
periods? 
7. How does agreement among ratings of group position 
at particular points of time compare with agreement 
among ratings of movement? 
8. What may be some of the factors related to these re-
sults as revealed in the scores themselves, in the 
questionnaire, and through speculation? 
6. Research Design 
Method.--The procedures for establishing the reliability of an in-
strument fall into three general categories: the split-half method, the 
test-retest, and use of independent judges. In this study a split-half 
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test could not be validly applied because there is no assurance that the 
criteria are equally weighted. Thus comparing coefficients of reliability 
for one group of criteria against those for another group would say littie 
in view of the possibility that some criteria might be much more important 
as indices of dimensions of group movement than others. The test-retest, 
though a very valuable and ultimately indispensable method, cannot be em-
ployed here because of the limitations of time; that is to say, the time 
which judges can give to the reading and rating of records. Thus, the 
check of reliability in this study is confined to the agreement or dis-
agreement among several judges rating one group record with a group of 
criteria. 
The materials - to be discussed more fully in the next section -
consisting of a set of instructions, definitions of criteria, the modified 
Group Evaluation Chart, a questionnaire, and an abbreviated group record,~ 
were passed out to all the judges in Groups A and B (see Sample Selection) 
as they met in their respective classes. The writer was introduced by 
the course instructor in each case, who included reading the record and 
rating it as part of the work for the course, thus excusing the students 
from other assigned work. No mark was given for performance or non-per-
formance, and the respective instructors, the students were assured, would 
not see their responses. The writer read through the instructions with 
both groups and answered any questions the judges had concerning any part 
of the procedure. With Group C (see Sample Selection), the group work 
supervisors, the writer, because of his and their time limitations, was 
~ All of these materials are found in Appendices C and D, PP E4, 90. 
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not able to see them en masse or in person but contacted them individually 
by telephone, explaining briefly to each what was being asked of him. As 
all of the people in this last group were familiar with the Group Evalua-
tion Chart, it was assumed that there would be little confusion as to what 
was involved in the rating procedure. 
All the judges were requested to familiarize themselves with the 
criteria and the movement chart, as it was referred to, and to read the 
group record, checking the position of the group as a whole, as they saw 
it in the group record, for each criterion at the end of each time period 
(designated in the record) by circling the point on the sixteen point 
scale at which they thought the group had arrived. Zero was explained to 
represent the "average" for groups of similar age, socio economic back-
ground and so forth. Minus five was said to be the "lowest" point a group 
of this type could reach, plus ten the "highest." They were next asked to 
fill out the questionnaire and return the materials. 
Informal pretesting of all parts of the materials was done by having 
several people representing varying backgrounds, ranging from social sci-
ence and group work researchers to high school graduates, read the in-
structions, chart, questionnaire and group record, and point out to the 
writer any ambiguities or flaws they noticed. On this basis the materials 
were modified before being presented to the judges. 
Sample selection.-- Three groups of judges were chosen on the basis 
of availability and representativeness, in terms of degrees of training 
and experience. The size of each sample was ten persons, since this was 
the maximum number obtainable from the smallest group. 
17. 
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Group A was comprised of eleven senior women stud~ from a class 
in Human Relations at Sargent College (one respondent was selected ran-
domly as an alternate, her report to be discarded if all judges returned 
completed materials). Keeping in mind the fact that the study is practice-
oriented, these judges were thought to represent a minimum of specific 
knowledge of group work methods and theory, but still, because of their 
field of concentration (physical education), it was assumed that they 
would have an interest which would be not unlike that of many untrained 
volunteers at group work agencies. Also, in their course in Human Re-
lations these students had been discussing the meaning of social change 
and evaluation of change phenomena, so they would not be at a loss to 
understand what the major aims of the rating process were. 
Group B was composed of ten first-year group work students (five men, 
five women) from the Boston University School of Social Work This com-
prised the total full-time first year group work class and determined the 
size of the other two samples. These judges were assumed to have acquired 
a moderate degree of comprehension and skill in diagnosis and evaluation 
of group movement through their half year of study and field work. 
Group C was comprised of eleven of 22 accredited (by Boston Univer-
sity School of Social Work) group work supervisors. The eleven, (one 
randomly selected as an alternate) were chosen on the basis of expertness, 
which was defined on the bases of (l) graduation from a school of social 
work, (2) considerable experience in direct work with groups, and in su-
pervision, and (3) demonstrated interest and competence in conceptualiza-
tion of theory and research in group work. Of the ten respondents, eight 
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were men, two women. Five worked in Jewish Co111111unity Centers, four in 
settlement houses, and one in a specialized therapeutic setting. Although 
this "loading" of males and of Jewish agency representatives are not 
representative of the total field, the criterion of expertness was con-
sidered to over-balance these other two factors. 
Operational definitions.-- (A) Movement refers to change which takes 
place in individual and group behavior in terms of certain criteria which 
have been more or less arbitrarily set up as indices of qualities that 
some group workers consider it desirable for individuals and groups to 
achieve. In this study movement will be measured by subtracting the raw 
score of the individual judge for any given criterion for a given period 
from the score of that judge for the subsequent period or periods. 
(B) Score refers to the numerical rating given the group by a judge 
for any criterion on the sixteen-point evaluation scale, and to the numeri-
cal movement rating derived from the judge's score. 
Schedules.-- (A) The Movement Ch~ is substantially the same as 
. w 
the Bernstein Group Evaluation Chart as it is being currently employed. 
Three modifications have been made to facilitate handling and for the sake 
of clarity; to wit, "Attendance" has been eliminated, since it can be 
measured quite easily percentagewise in terms of the ratio between poten-
tial •attenders" at any given meeting and the actual attendance. Second, 
~ Appendix C, P. 88 
'E2J Appendix B, P. S3 
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the criteria "Group Organization" and "Group Standards, 11 "Wider Horizons" 
and "Enriched Interests, 11 and "Cooperative Planning" and "Group Thinking" 
have been combined to give "Group Organization and Standards,,. "Wider 
Interests, 11 and "Group Thinking and Planning." The justification for 
this change is found in Bernstein's articlelQ/ and from conversations 
with him. Also, as was mentioned above, Berman made this same recom-
mendation in his study. Because judges are asked to keep such a large 
number of factors in mind when reading and rating, this reduction in 
number of criteria would seem an aid to reliability which would counter-
balance the loss in precise categorization. Also the respective items in 
the three combined pairs are so close in meaning as to make combination 
justifiable in terms of scale validity. The third modification is purely 
one of mechanical convenience; that is, the inclusion of separate marks 
for each scale point to facilitate precise checking. Also this move 
might decrease the tendency of judges to mark mainly on the numbered 
points, minus five, zero, plus five and plus ten. 
It should be noted that none of these modifications represents a 
basic change in the purpose or method of measuring of the chart. 
The definitions of criteria are the same as those cited by Bernste~ 
but somewhat shortened in the interest of brevity. 
1Q/ Bernstein, 21?..:. cit • 
.w !!££.:. £!b. 
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The decision to use the chart as it stands carne after much considera-
tion ]1/ of alternative plans. The writer at one point thought of attempt-
ing to develop definitions and anchoring illustrations for the scale 
points for each criterion as was done in the Hunt Movement Scale and as had 
been suggested by Berman, Groth and others (see above), in order that the 
instrument be more objectified and the judges be given a common frame of 
reference for rating. However valuable and eventually necessary this de-
velopment might be, it was not attempted in this study, since in the 
first place, providing these objectifying devices for all the criteria 
in preparation for a field test of the instrument was an extremely for-
midable task, and the writer did not consider his knowledge and grasp of 
scale construction or group behavior sufficient to face such a task and 
be sure of valid results. 
The possibility was considered of doing a methodological study using 
three criteria; for example, a fairly concrete one such as Group Organiza-
tion, a more nebulous one such as Wider Horizons, and a general "Group 
Development" dimension. Experimental and control groups of judges would 
be used in judging records in terms of these three criteria, the experi-
mental group being given training in the use of the chart and group 
records. Another related alternative was the possibility of using one 
group of judges and doing a retest on the same record after training. 
Despite the very attractive training and experimentation implicationsoftbis 
]1/ The staff and fellows at the Boston University Human Relations Center, 
where the writer is a group work fellow, have been of great help to 
him in discussing methodology, measuring instruments and statistical 
techniques in this study. 
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plan, it was abandoned because of the difficulty of securing judges for 
the periods of time required. 
A third modification of the scale was considered. That was the use 
of the sixteen-point numerical scale in the manner that Bernstein had 
originally developed the verbal scale. This would mean that all movement 
and evaluation of group "position" would be judged only in relation to 
the position of the group at the beginning of the year (or when the group 
worker became associated with the group), zero being the •starting point" 
for all the criteria. The trouble with this idea seemed to be that there 
would be a confusing psychological effect on the judge when he was forced 
to figure all criteria numerically equal (zero) at the start of the record, 
when the group in question might be far more advanced in one dimension 
than in another. Secondly, in terms of statistical computation of the 
reliability of the instrument to measure movement, a test such as a rank 
order correlation would necessitate inclusion of more rating periods. 
The next alternative considered was doing an intensive analysis of 
what behavioral indices judges used in making their ratings on a particu-
lar process record. There are interesting possibilities here for the re-
lationship of stimulus material and recording to evaluation, and for the 
experimental derivation of the longed-for anchoring illustrations and 
scale point definitions. This plan also was rejected, however, because 
of the time which would be required in order for judges to give a body 
of responses of sufficient size to furnish significant results in terms 
of instrument construction. 
The tempting possibility of direct observation of a group by judges 
' 
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was not worked on since the practical problems involved are prohibitive 
in a study of this scope. 
Finally, the writer settled on the method outlined previously, since 
it seemed, in practical terms, and in the interest of "starting from rock 
bottom," so to speak, to represent the best compromise between the many 
limitations involved, and a contribution to existing knowledge. 
The variou~ alternatives and the reasons for their consideration and 
rejection have been cited for three purposes. First, and most specific, 
is to illustrate in developmental terms the thinking that went into this 
study. Second is to show some of the processes and steps that have to be 
gone through whenever construction of a scale in such an area as social 
work is contemplated. And third, and related to the second point, is to 
suggest possible future avenues of approach to the problem. This point 
will be discussed further after the presentation of results. 
(B) The Group Record was selected partly on the basis of availa-
bility. That is to say, good process records containing a maximum of ac-
curate behavioral data are not readily available. This fact has been be-
moaned by practitioners and scientists alike. Ronald Lippit stated: "the 
records kept by the practitioner ••••• cannot be subjected to systematic 
analysis and categorization ••••• it is almost impossible to be practition-
er and observer at once ••••• ".12/ Although this statement may represent 
an extreme opinion it is nevertheless illustrative of the difficulties 
.12/ Research Department, Welfare Council of Metropolitan Los Angeles, 
~ n;eamics: Ietlications For Social Work, Special Report Series, 
NUmber , LOs Ange es, 1956, ~32. 
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involved. 
The record finally selected was one kept by a graduate group worker 
in a specialized setting, where a small group was formed around a boy with 
personality difficulties centering around inability to form positive so-
cial relationships. In that the group experience has therapeutic over-
tones and because the worker meets with the members in their own neigh-
borhood with no agency building present, it is in a sense atypical 
of the large body of groups with which group workers operate. These 
factors should be kept in mind when assessing relevance and applicability, 
especially where the criteria of Social Responsibility to Agency and Com-
munity are involved. The writer considered the possibility of using a 
condensed or summarized record but this is open to the danger of over-
interpretation by the person doing the summarizing, and might affect se-
lectivity even more than is the case in the original recording. There-
fore, in order to effect a compromise between naturalness and brevity, 
three complete meetings from the beginning of the year, three from the 
middle of the year and three from the end of the year were selected. They 
all showed quite a lot of activity relevant to most of the criteria in the 
!'!ovement Chart, it seemed on subjective inspection. Further aspects of 
the record will be considered under limitations. 
The three three-meeting blocks were used as the three ranking pe-
riods. 
(C) The questionnaire was designed mainly to get raters' impressions 
of adequacy of the record and factors of relevancy and applicability of 
the record to criteria. Also it was hoped that in the open-ended sections 
24. 
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some hints might be obtained as to the meaning of the scoring results, as 
well as some information on the adequacy and clarity of instructions, and 
chart. The questionnaire was not designed as a crucial part of the test, 
but more as a re-check of the project design and an aid to post hoc specu-
, lation. 
1. Limitations and Scope 
(1) In the first place it should be stated that the study does not 
specifically attempt to test the validity of the Group Evaluation Chart. 
That is, the questions of whether the chart "really measures group move-
ment," whether these criteria are the "real" ones, or whether they in com-
bination are an exhaustive test of all the dimensions of change are not 
being asked. True there is some assumption of validity testing when ex-
pert judges are employed, but this factor is not of central concern in 
the study. It is hoped, of course, that further work will be done in 
order to ascertain if the instrument measures what it purports to measure. 
(2) It appears that the factors of relevancy and applicability will 
have to be taken into account when results are being analyzed. As was 
mentioned before, the nature of the group, the goals of the worker and the 
setting in which the group met will undoubtedly have an effect, as regards 
applicability (was the necessary information for judgement available, es-
pecially for Social Responsibility?) and relevance (were the goals of the 
worker in this situation different from those which define movement in 
the Group Evaluation Chart?). In turn these factors have an effect on re-
liability. In relation to this point, it is to be kept in mind that it 
'! would be hazardous to generalize the findings of this test since only 
:: 
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one "case" is being judged. Bear in mind, for example, that Hunt employed 
38 cases in testing the reliability of his instrument. 
(3) In considering size and numbers, the small size of the sample 
(ten persons for each group) can be seen to limit the significance and 
generalizability of results. In determing significance for a rank order 
correlation test, for example, it is generally assumed that the "N" 
(number of scores, in this case judges) should be at least 30. Also with 
such a small number there is little guarantee of representativeness, al-
though ideally a reliable instrument should be useable by most judges 
having a reasonable degree of training in its application. This is the 
rationale behind such things as anchoring illustrations. 
(4) The points in the "sequential stages in the lines of communica-
t . 1134/ J.on - ••••• where distortion can creep in should be kept in mind. They 
are: (l) the words, actions, etc. of the group meMber, (2) the observa-
tion by the "on the spot" worker, (3) the written record by this worker, 
(4) the editing by the research worker, and (5) the judgement made by the 
judge using the evaluation instrument. 
It can be seen that the first four stages here are more crucial de-
terminants as far as validity is concerned than they are for reliability. 
However, it is true that unclear, discontinuous, irrelevant or inadequate 
stimulus material may have a confusing effect when rating is being done 
and may injure reliability. In any event the whoie problem of recording 
~Hunt and Kogan, ~cit., P. 75 
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and observation must eventually be faced in the interests of developing 
meaningful instruments. As far as pinning down what the stimulus material 
is - that is, being able to do a re-examination of it - a written record, 
inadequate and slanted as it may be, is in some ways more useful than 
direct observation. 
(5) Over-all ratings for group movement using the Group Evaluation 
Chart cannot validly be computed since the relative weightings of the 
various criteria are not known. For example, an arithmetic mean for the 
scores of all criteria for, say, Period I, could not be regarded as sig-
nificant of any real central tendency. It would be like trying to compound 
a complicated chemical by combining together one ounce of each of the con-
stituent elements without knowing what relative amount of each was re-
quired to balance ,the formula and complete the chemical reaction. 
(6) There is no guarantee that the list of criteria is exhaustive 
in terms of the total dimensions of movement. This is not, of course, 
crucial for determination of reliability of the scale as it stands but is 
another problem that eventually must be faced. 
(7) It is possible that such general criteria do not justify such 
fine scale point divisions. By way of analogy, this may be like trying to 
weigh out a ton of coal with an apothecary's balance. 
(B) The lopsided scale may create a positive set in rating. This 
scale weighted to the positive side was developed along the same lines as 
the Hunt scale and the earlier Bernstein verbal scale, and its rationale 
was that over a large number of cases, there tends to be twice as much 
progress as there is retrogression. Unfortunately, if an absolute scale 
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is to be developed with zero representing an average, it would be logical 
to assume that there would be just as many groups below the average as 
above, and the indication would seem to be for an equally balanced scale. 
(~) There may tend to be a clustering around the numbered scale 
points. Although, as was previously mentioned, inclusion of points may 
cut down this tendency, as compared with the unmodified scale, but the 
psychological effect is still to pick points that are prominent. 
B. Summary 
Group Work as a profession seeks to facilitate the personal and 
social development of individuals in a variety of informal small group 
settings. As an aid in evaluating how well their efforts are succeeding, 
some group workers have sought to devise instruments which would serve as 
objectifying supports for their clinical judgements and to give common 
frames of reference for measuring changes in the persons and the groups 
which whom they work. Such a measuring instrument, designed to rate group 
progress along several dimensions was developed by Saul B. Bernstein. 
In an attempt to provide a preliminary test of the reliability of this 
Group · Evaluation Chart, an abbreviated record of a social-recreational 
group was given to three groups of ten judges each, representing three de-
grees of training and expertness in the field, who read the record and 
rated the development of the group at three points in the record, using a 
slightly modified version of the chart. The judges were also given a 
questionnaire to fill out which was designed to get their opinion as to 
the usefulness and clarity of the various criteria of movement, and of the 
~~ test instructions and the rating chart. Realizing the limitations imposed 
' - r:-- •• _J:I --
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by record inadequacies and small samples, the test was designed to see 
whether judges observing the same group could agree as to what happened 
.I to the group, using the Group Evaluation Chart as a rating tool, and 
whether relative degrees of training and experience of judges correlated 
with agreement among their ratings. 
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CHAPrER II 
THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Before presenting the results of the test it would be well to con-
sider the methods that were employed in the analysis. Any ordering of 
data or statistical manipulation of scores must be done solely in order 
that the masses of figures be made more meaningful in terms of the ques-
tions which the investigation is trying to answer. 
There are five systems of measurement being used in exa~ing the 
scores given by the judges on the Group Movement chart. They are: 
l, Inspection 
2. Clustering 
3. Central tendency and elevation 
4. Relative deviation and dispersion 
5. Relative consistency among ratings over time. 
The first process, inspection, can be both illuminating and deceptive. 
With samples as small as those being used in this study, such characteris-
tics as range, modal scores, and direction and magnitude of movement can 
be readily observed. With the addition of three groups of judges and 
eleven items, however, the drawing of general conclusions about the mass 
of data or about the relationships among the various groupings from the 
inspection of individual sets of scores becomes more difficult. For this 
reason generalizing measures are needed which will detect more precisely 
the patterns which are missed in unstructured scanning of masses of data. 
The second measuring process, the one designed to detect clustering, 
is focused here on checking the relative incidence of the scores which 
were designated numerically on the rating chart (minus five, zero, plus 
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five and plus ten). By comparing the actual rate of incidence of each of 
these four scores with the "normal" rate (as determined from inspection of 
a frequency distribution of all scores), it is possible to speculate as 
to whether distortion is correlated with a psychological factor, i. e. 
attraction to prominent points. 
The third measurement, that of central tendency and elevation, is 
designed to show the average (mean) value of groups of scores and the 
position of this average on the total scale. Elevation is significant 
when scores of groups (or individuals) are compared. For example, if the 
mean scores of two groups are compared from criterion to criterion, a 
similarity between the two sets of scores may 1:&. seen :in the relative rela-
tionships among the scores in each set for various criteria as revealed 
in the score elevations. One group may consistently have higher scores 
than another, but the resultant curves of the two sets be alike in shape. 
Thus 1 if elevation were "removed, 11 the two groups would have absolute 
as well as relative similarity. Note that this central tendency and 
elevation measurement says nothing about the quality of the body of scores. 
The fourth measurement, dispersion, is designed to get at the 
problem mentioned above; that is: what is the extent of agreement between 
ratings as revealed in how closely the scores are grouped around a central 
point? In this study, the standard deviation test is used. 
y 
y This is computed by substituting in the formula: 
S.D. • 
N-1 
Where 1 (sigma) is the sum of, X is the deviation of the individual score 
from the mean, and N the number of scores. One is subtracted from N as a 
correction factor, due to the small size of the sample. 
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By performing appropriate operations on the sum of the squares of the 
deviation of the individual scores from the mean value of the sample, a 
figure is obtained which tells how many points (on the sixteen-point move-
ment scale), above or below the mean, two-thirds of the scores fall. For 
example, if the mean value for a group of scores should be found to be 
+2.5 on the -S - +10 scale and the standard deviation l.S, it can be seen 
that two-thirds of those scores fall between +l and +4. Thus, employing 
measures three and four, it is possible to see on any set of judgements 
concerning the position of the group (in the record), in terms of a par-
ticular criterion, on the developmental scale, (l) where the average 
judgement of the scorers falls, and (2) how closely their individual 
judgements coincide. This measurement is applied to judgements of the 
absolute position of the group on the scale at the end of any time pe-
riod, and to the movement judgements derived from the comparison of ra-
tings between two periods. 
The next problem that arises is: suppose the standard deviations 
for two succeeding time periods are compared? This does not say anything 
about the relationship of the two sets of ratings. In other words, the 
individual scores in the second period may have reversed completely from 
the first period, and the mean and the standard deviation not be changed 
at all. For example, a set of four scores which ran 6, 2, 3, 9 in the 
first period and 3, 9, 6, 2 in the second would have a mean of S and a 
standard deviation of 3.16 in both periods. Yet ii; is quite obvious that 
the relationships among the judges' ratings changed substantially between 
_;i the twe periods. 
I! 
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}t is for this reason that the fifth test is applied, that of the 
/ 
relative consi~tency among ratings over time. The test that is employed 
~/ y 
is the ~ ~ correlation measure. This test shows the consistency 
of rankings of scores between two sets of scores. The coefficient ex-
presses complete agreement between sets of rankings as +1.00 (or 100%), 
no agreement as zero and complete disagreement as -1.00, with gradations 
in between expressed in decimals. Thus, to use the example cited above: 
if the four scores in the first period were ranked they would run: 2, 4, 
3, 1, the four for the second period: 3, 1, 2, 4. Comparing these two 
sets of ranks we find the difference to run: 1, 3, 1, 3, and the cor-
relation between the two periods to be -1.00, or complete disagreement 
between rankings. Conversely two sets of scores that ran: -4, 0, +5, 
and +10 and -5, -1, +4, +9 would give a r of +1.00, complete agreement 
between sets of rankings, but different means (+3 and +2) for the two 
periods and different S.D.'s (5.1 and 3.2). In terms of establishing 
high reliability, it should be noted that a ~ S.D. (zero would represent 
no variation among scores in any one set) and a ~ r (plus one in this 
test being the best inter-period correlation) are desirable. It should 
also be noted that the two do not necessarily go together, and this points 
2/ This is computed by substituting in the 
- efficient of correlation) • 6"' 2 1- & D 
formula: r (rho, or co-
where 1 (sigma) 
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up the fact that reliability is not a unidimensional phenomenon. 
The rank order correlation test is used in this study to measure 
two different aspects of scale reliability. The first aspect is the cor-
relation between two sets of absolute scores; that is, each set being ra-
tings by the judges of where the group stands in relation to the previous-
ly established average. In other words, the issue is the relative con-
sistency among ratings over time as to where the group stands in relation 
to the absolute scale of progress or retrogression. Note once again that 
no statement is made in this measure of how near together the scores of 
the various judges are at any one point in time but how well the relative 
positions are maintained from period to period. The rationale here is 
that even though one judge, for example, always rates high on the scale, 
whereas another always rates low, if they maintain this spread consistent-
ly there is a degree of reliability represented. In a case of this type, 
if elevation were eliminated and the two sets of ratings superimposed, one 
might find their curves (formed by connecting scores with a line from 
period to period) to be similar. 
Although this period-to-period correlation may be quite high, even 
though there is a relatively wide spread among scores in a given set, one 
often finds that in superimposing the curves, there is not perfect sym-
metry. This leads to the second aspect of the reliability question, the 
ability of the chart to measure movement. As was mentioned in Chapter I, 
Section . 0 . •, movement is computed in this study by subtracting the score 
in one period from the score in the subsequent period. In other words, a 
1 score of +5 for Period I and a score of +3 for Period II would yield a 
:! 
movement score of -2; the group retrogressed two points from Period I to 
34. 
Period II. By comparing two sets of movement scores, then, one derived by 
subtracting Period I from Period II, the other by subtracting Period II 
from Period III, a statement can be obtained regarding movement reliabili-
ty. This test is even more rigorous than the one applied to absolute 
ratings, in that not only relative position of ratings over time is taken 
into account, but also the magnitude and direction of the change in each 
judge's ratings. For example, adding one more period to the above-men-
tioned illustration: 
SCORFS 
Absolute Movement 
I II TII II- I III- II 
Judge 1 +10 +8 +10 -2 +2 
II 2 +7 +3 +8 
-4 +5 
II 3 0 +2 +2 +2 0 
II 4 -5 -5 -4 0 +1 
it is found by completing the computation, that the r's between Periods I 
and II, and II and III are both +1.00, whereas the movement r is -1.00. 
It should be emphasized once more that the rank order correlation 
test is for this instrument a very rigorous one, since so many factors are 
taken into account, and because a slight variation in one score can com-
pletely alter the rank ordering of a set of scores, and consequently 
change the coefficient of correlation. Another rigor is imposed by the 
fact of the small size of the three samples. The level of significance 
which is demanded with a sample of ten is understandibly high, being 
.765 for a .01 level and .632 for .05. That is to say, a r of at least 
.765 must be obtained in order that one can be sure that the likelihood 
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of the figure being due to chance is one out of a hundred, and .632 for 
21 five out of a hundred. In this study the .632 level has been chosen. 
The variables in terms of which the computed data could be pre-
sented and viewed are fourfold. Firstly they could be broken down in 
terms of individual judges. With the total number of judges, periods, 
criteria and groups taken into account, this method appears to be much 
too time consuming, and except as individual variations influence all 
results, the dimension will not be considered directly. Secondly, results 
may be compared according to groups of judges. Thirdly, they may be com-
pared according to criteria. And fourthly, they may be compared accord-
ing to period and movement dimensions. Keeping in mind the various types 
of measures discussed above, and the four major variables, it is obvious 
that the reliability pie may be sliced many ways. It is obvious, also, 
that employing any measure and viewing along any dimension is an abstrac-
tion, and in the process of abstracting to isolate variables and elements 
of reliability, something of the total view of the character and per-
formance of the instrument is, momentarily at least, sacrificed. 
The results of the questionnaire are computed by the weighting of 
choices, three for first choice, two for second, one for third, and adding 
up the scores for each criterion to give a rank ordering of criteria for 
Question I. Questions II through VI are not treated statistically but 
will be discussed later. 
Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Education and Psychology, 
Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 1947, P. 299. 
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CHAPrER III 
FINDINGS 
1. Presentation of Data 
Responses.-- Eleven judges from Group A returned completed Charts 
and Questionnaires, and the responses of one judge who had been randomly 
selected as an alternate were eliminated, leaving the desired ten. Ten 
judges each from Groups B and C returned completed materials, the re-
sponses of the eleventh randomly selected alternate judge in Group C be-
ing used when one regular judge failed to respond. 
All periods for all the criteria, with the exception of criterion 
3B (no response·from two judges in Group Band none from one judge in 
Group C) and Criterion 3C (no response from one judge in Group B), were 
scored by all judges. Thus, out of a possible total of 990 scores, 978 
were forthcoming. Note that all the twelve missing scores were from 
Criteria 3B and 3C, Social Responsibility to Agency and Community, neither 
of which had much material in the Record, since there was no agency present 
and community contacts were few. 
Out of 360 total possible responses for Question I of the Question-
naire, 290 were filled in. Group A filled in 97 of a possible 120, 
Group B, 107 and Group C, 86. 
Clustering.-- In answering the question of whether there was an 
abnormal weighting of scores which were numbered on the Group Evaluation 
Chart, a check of the total frequency of the various scores, numbered and 
unnumbered, by groups of judges and by mean totals is helpful. Table 1 
shows the frequencies numerically. Figure 1, page 39, gives a more 
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graphic impression of the relative incidence of the various scores and 
shows clustering which does not conform to the general distribution curve 
of the mass of scores. 
Table 1. Frequency of Raw Scores by Groups of Judges 
~ 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
Group A 37 32 30 30 35 48 30 26 24 11 20 3 2 
- -
2 330 
B 12 10 33 40 50 76 35 34 12 10 6 1 2 321 
c 13 2 11 18 27 98 32 47 35 26 13 1 3 - 1 227 
Total 62 44 74 88 112 222 97 l07 71 47 39 5 7 - 1 2 978 
Means 21 15 25 29 37 74 32 36 24 16 13 2 2 1 326 
From the table it is seen that the zero point has a relatively high fre-
quency (222 or 23%), and that all the frequencies tend to rise as the 
scores approach zero, Of the other three scores which were numbered on 
the chart, minus five has the highest total frequency, followed closely 
by plus five, while plus ten appears least frequently - only twice. In 
terms of distribution curves, zero appears as a very prominent point, 
although the tendency is least accentuated for Group A. Minus five creates 
a "lwnp" on all the curves, Group A once again showing the least distor-
tion at this point. Plus five falls into the descending pattern of fre-
quencies moving away from zero for Groups B and C, but has a relatively 
high frequency for Group A. The effect for the combined group total is 
for a slight distortion at the plus five point on the curve. Eight does 
not appear at all, nine once, and ten twice. In relation to the general 
magnitude of frequencies, the appearance of ten only twice - both of these 
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times from the same judge in Group A - makes any conclusion as to its 
distorting effect on the curve rather insignificant. The rest of the 
scores have generally decreasing frequencies moving away from zero, with 
the exception of plus two for Groups B and C and seven for all three 
Groups. The apparent positive distortion created by plus two seems to be 
due to the relatively low frequency of plus one. Also, for Group A, the 
curve flattens for minus two and minus three, and swings upward on minus 
four and minus five, showing a clustering around the minus extreme of the 
scale. 
Without attempting an extended review of the raw scores by individual 
periods or criteria, it should be noted that the four numbered points 
tended to have relatively high frequencies in Criteria 3B (Social Re-
sponsibility to Agency), 3C (Social aesponsibility to Community) and 9 
(Decreasing Need for Leader), as shown in Table 2 below. Also, for all 
Criteria, except )A (Social Responsibility to Each Other) and 3C (Social 
Responsibility to Community), Period I shows a higher incidence of the 
numbered points. Their frequencies generally decrease over the three 
periods. 
Table 2. Frequencies of Points -5, 0, +5 and +10 by Criteria and Periods 
Criteria 1 2 3A 3B 3C 4 5 6 1 8 9 Total 
Period I 914 1 16 12 11 17 10 11 11 22 140 
Period II 9 8 11 14 12 9 1 5 8 1 9 99 
Period III 1 8 1 11 14 9 5 4 3 1 11 86 
Total 25 30 25 41 38 29 29 19 22 25 42 325 
40. 
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Central tendency and elevation.-- Inspection of Table 3, (p. 42) re-
veals how mean scores of groups of judges compare with one another over 
time and for various criteria. In general the mean raw scores show a ten-
dency to group around the zero point, 76 of the 99 raw scores falling with-
in two points above or below zero. The number falling above the zero point 
(47) and the number below (49) represent almost an even division between 
positive and negative mean raw scores, three scores falling on zero. 44or 
64 percent of the 66 movement scores are within two points of zero, and 
the division between positive and negative mean movement scores is nearly 
even; 34 positive, one no movement, and 31 negative. The highest mean 
group positive movement score is 3.6, judged by Group A for Criterion 2 
(Wider Interests) between Periods I and II, and the highest negative move-
ment, 4.2 by Group C for Criterion 4 (Handling Conflicts) between Periods 
II and III. 
Breaking down these data according to periods, graphic representa-
tions of the mean scores of the groups of judges are given in Figures 2, 
3 and 4 (pp 44, 45 and 46 respectively). 
Examining the group mean scores for Period I as shown in Figure 2, 
a slight relationship can be seen between the three groups of judges as 
revealed by the rise and fall of the curves which are obtained by joining 
scores from criterion to criterion. As was indicated from inspection of 
Table 3, the proportion of the total sixteen-point scale covered by the 
scores on any one criterion is rather small, the largest spread between 
Groups being on Criteria 3A and 9 (3.2). The greatest agreement among 
the groups is on Criteria 3B and 5, the range in both cases being 0.6. The 
41. 
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2. 
3A 
3B 
3C 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Table 3, Mean Raw and Movement Scores of Groups of 
Judges by Periods and Criteria 
Group A Group B 
* 
I II III Ml M2 I II III Ml M2 I 
-0.9 1.4 0.1 2.3 -1.3 -0.1 1.7 -0.1 1.8 -1.8 0.9 
0.4 4.0 2.8 3.6 -1.2 0.5 2.2 0.6 1.7 -1.6 1.8 
-1.8 o.8 -0.4 2.6 -1.2 o.o 1.7 -1.5 1.7 -3.2 1.4 
0.3 0.5 0.5 0,2 0.0 -0.3 0.5 -2~1 0.8 -2.6 o.o 
-2.6 -3.1 -2.5 -0.5 0.6 -1.2 -0.9 -2.3 0.3 -1.4 0.5 
-1.6 -0.9 -1.5 0.7 -0.6 -1.1 0.4 -2.3 1.5 -2.7 0.4 
-0.6 0.4 0.1 1.0 -0.3 o.o 2.4 -0.9 2.4 -3.3 -0.5 
-0.4 0.4 -0.5 0.8 -0.9 -0.1 2.0 -0.6 2.1 -2.6 1.2 
-1.5 0.4 -1.1 1.9 -1.5 -0.5 0.6 -1.7 l.l -2.3 1.2 
-2.0 0.2 -0.4 2.2 -0.6 -1.2 -0.4 -1.7 0.8 -2.3 0.9 
-4.2 -1.7 -1.6 2.5 0.1 -2.4 -1.1 -2.4 1.3 -1.3 -0.8 
Group C 
II III Ml M2 
3.4 0.9 2.5 -2.5 
3.3 2.2 1.5 -1.1 
2.1 
-1.3 0.7 -3.4 
0.6 -0.2 0.6 . ..0.8 
0.7 0.1 0.2 -0.6 
1.8 
-2.4 1.4 -4.2 
2.1 -0.1 2.6 -2.2 
3.3 0.8 2.1 -2.5 
2.4 -0.5 1.2 -2.9 
1.9 -0.6 1.0 -2.5 
1.0 -1.6 1.8 -2.6 
I* - Raw Scores, Period I Ml - Movement Scores Between Periods I and II 
II - Haw Scores, Period II M2 - Movement Scores Between Periods II and III 
III - Raw Scores, Period III 
~ 
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similarity among mean ratings of the three groups appears to be not only 
in proximity of scores, but also in the relationships among the scores of 
each group from criterion to criterion as expressed in the shape of the 
resultant curve. This phenomenon is seen most clearly by observing the 
visual pattern which the three curves create as they move from left to 
right on Figure l. From Criteria l to 3A this similarity holds and from 
6 to 9 also. In regard to elevation, it can be seen that Groups c, except 
at Criteria 3B and 5, where there is most convergence among the three 
groups, maintains the highest scores, while Group B usually represents a 
middle position. In other words, Group C judges, on the average, thought 
that the group in the Group Record was further developed for Period I than 
did Groups B or C. 
Figure 3 generally shows the same relative patterning, with Group C 
again ranking higher generally than the other two groups, except at Cri-
teria 2 and 5, and Group B, except at these two points, and at Criterion 
8, being the middle group again. In relation to range, Criterion 3B once 
more shows most agreement among groups of judges, the dispersion amount-
ing to only 0.1, while Criterion 6 has the widest range, 3.8. 
For Period III, as shown in Figure h, the same general curve rela-
tionships, hold true as in the two previous periods. However, Group B no 
longer maintains the middle position as well as it did previously. The 
ranges vary from 2.6 for Criterion 3B, which had previously shown greatest 
inter-group agreement, to 0.8 for Criterion 9, which had shown least 
agreement in Period I. 
In comparing Figures, 2, 3, and 4, it should be noted that in general 
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the scores hit a high point at Griterion 2, then descend at 3A, level off 
or climb a bit with 3B, drop again to 3C, climb from 4 to 6, and drop 
steadily to 9. Also, most of the scores rise between Periods I and II 
and fall between Periods II and III. These tendencies are more clearly 
illustrated in th~ movement scores derived from the changes between the 
scores in succeeding periods. 
Figure 5 (p. 48) shows the first movement scores, the difference 
between the absolute group mean scores fo~ Periods I and II. Of all the 
group mean movement scores, only one, Group A's minus 0.5, judges move-
ment to be negative. The greatest difference between group scores is 
2.1 for Criterion 2, the least 0.6 for 3B. Although all the scores of all 
three groups stay quite close on all the criteria, Group A's curve has 
less resemblance to B or C than B and C have to each other. 
The farthest apart the movement scores of Groups B and C fall is 
1.0 for Criterion 3A. Otherwise, in direction and magnitude they remain 
close and fall less than one point apart for all criteria. 
Figure 6 (page 49) shows movement scores between Periods II and III. 
The direction of all movement here is negative, except for Criteria 3C 
(plus 0.6) and 3B (no movement). In this sense Group A again differs 
from Groups B and C. The similarity between the scores of Groups B and C, 
however, is not so evident here as in the first judgements of movement. 
Among the three groups, Criterion 2 shows the closest agreement with a 
range of 0.5, while Criterion 4 shows least agreement, with a range of 3.6. 
Deviation and dispersion.-- Whereas the previous measurement was main-
ly concerned with inter-group agreement, the standard deviation measure 
ment is concerned with intra-group agreement. Unfortunately in this study 
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there is no level of significant deviation set in relation to which a 
statement of reliability can be made. Therefore reliability statements 
can only be made in a relative sense; e.g., X is more reliable than Y 
because X has a lower standard deviation than Y • 
Table 4 (p. 52) shows these scores by periods and criteria. The 
range of deviation scores extends from .89 to 4.64. Arbitrarily picking 
2.00 as a base for comparison, we find that there are 90 of the 165 scores 
above 2.0, and 75 below, 33 of those below 2.0 came from Group B, 29 
from Group C, and 13 from Group A, ~periods, Periods I and II have 15, 
and Period III has 9. The first set of movement deviation scores has 23, 
the second 13. Breaking down the data by Criteria, we find that Criterion 
3C has 12 scores below 2.0, Criterion 8, has 10, Criteria 4 and 9, 9, Cri-
teria l and 7, 7, Criteria 2 and 5, 5, Criteria 3B and 6, 4, and Criterion 
3A, 3. 
Figure 7 (p. 51) shows the relationship between the standard devia-
tions of the groups of judges by criteria for Period I. It can be seen 
that for all criteria except 8 and 9, Group A has higher standard devia-
tions than Groups B and C. Groups B and C !Uternate for lowest standard 
deviation. The widest variation between the three groups (2.43) is for 
Criterion 3C, the narrowest for Criterion 4 (0.36). 
Figure 8, (p. 51) shows the same type of data as Figure 7, for 
Period II. Group A has the highest standard deviations of the three 
groups of judges for all criteria. On~more, Groups B and C alternate 
for lowest rating, with no particular relationship here to Period I. The 
widest variation among the three groups (3,04) is for Criterion 3A, the 
narrowest (.48) for Criterion 9. 
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Cd terion- 1. 
2. 
3A 
3B 
30 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
* I 
3.96 
2.95 
2.62 
3.43 
2.41 
1.90 
2.99 
2.32 
3.25 
1.76 
1.32 
Table 4. Standard Deviations of Raw and Movement Scores 
of Groups of Judges by Periods and Criteria 
Group A Group B 
u III Ml M2 I II III Ml M2 I 
2.63 2.51 1.95 1.94 2.18 2.54 1.60 1.44 2.15 1.60 
. 
2.83 3.12 4.03 3.64 1.18 1.~ 2.17 1~ 2.01 2.04 
4.64 3.27 2. 72 2.41 2.21 2.47 1.43 1.64 2.82 2.23 
3.27 2. 72 2. 72 2.31 2.12 2.69 2.42 0 .89 3.46 1.00 
1.97 2.55 1.78 1.65 1.30 1.49 2.89 1.32 1.81 1.18 
2.29 2. 76 1. 76 2.12 1. 73 1.$2 1.42 1.43 2.12 1.56 
3.06 2.92 4.03 1.76 2.11 2.17 1.91 1.17 2.87 1.58 
2.68 2.99 2.39 1.99 2.02 2.11 2 .29 1.43 2 .84 1.40 
2.41 2. 73 2.39 2.42 1.58 1.90 1.20 1. 6o 1.57 2.24 
2.70 2.63 2.35 1.65 1.48 1.07 1..34 1.69 1.42 2.18 
2.37 3.03 2,68 1.79 2.27 1.92 1. 78 1.57 1.16 1.91 
Standard Deviations of: 
l~ 
Group C 
II m Ml M2 
1.51 3.14 1~58 3.06 
2.06 2.39 1.27 1.52 
1,60 2.79 2.41 2.63 
1.67 1.79 2.79 2.22 
1.16 1.55 1.32 1.07 
1.99 2.32 1.51 2.20 
2.69 2.47 1.35 2.10 
2.60 3.05 1.45 3.34 
1.65 4.09 1.27 3.67 
1.52 2.41 1.70 1.84 
1.89 2.17 1.87 2.68 
I - Raw Scores, Period I Ml - Movement Scores Between Periods I and II 
II - Raw Scores, Period II M2 - Movement Scores Between Periods II and III 
III - Raw Scores, Period III 
\.1\ 
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Figure 9 (p. 51) shows Period III. As was seen in Table 4, the scores 
in this period generally show greater deviation than the scores in the 
preceding periods. This can be seen in the figures from the general eleva-
tion of the curves. Group A is not so consistently high as in Periods I 
and II, although Group B maintains its generally low position better than 
previously. The widest variation between the three groups (2.89) is for 
Criterion 7, the narrowest (.97) for Criterion 3B. 
In comparing the standard deviations of movement scores for the first 
movement period (between Periods I and II), as shown in Figure 10, (p. 54), 
Group A once again maintains its high position in relation to Groups B 
and C. These latter two groups, except for Criteria 3A and 3B, have 
standard deviations which do not differ more than .39. The largest dif-
ference between the three groups (2.97) is for Criterion 2, the smallest 
(.33) for Criterion 4. 
Figure 11, (p. 54), shows standard deviations for the second move-
ment period (between Periods II and III.) The deviations here are larger 
than in the first movement period, and the relative positions of the groups 
of judges tend to shift quite often, although the three curves appear some-
what similar and are close together. The largest difference between the 
deviation scores of the three groups (2.10) is for Criterion 7, the smallest 
(.08) for Criterion 4. 
Consistency of rankings.-- Table 5, (p. 55) shows the rank order cor-
relation among the ratings of judges in each group of judges between ra-
ting periods and between movement judgements. Taking .632 as the level 
of significance, it can be seen that of the 99 r's (coefficients of cor-
relation) for raw scores, 42 are positively significant. Breaking this 
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Table 5. Rank Order Correlations of Raw and Movement Scores of Groups of 
Judges Between Periods by Criteria 
Group A Group B Group C 
I* II III M I II III M I II III M 
Criteria l. .96 • 70 .64 .12 ,68 • .36 .n -.65 .60 .13 .48 -.42 
2. • .36 .13 -.18 -.10 .72 .57 .40 -.02 .83 .72 .56 .40 
3A. .90 .91 .80 -.39 .70 ,01 -.11 -.21 .26 .u _._36 .07 
3B. .67 .n .n -.30 .94 -.10 .07 -.63 .85 .21 .28 .06 
30. .82 .82 .82 .19 .65 .31 • 76 -.33 .44 .57 -.58 .32 
4. .48 • 74 .19 .28 .69 -.27 .24 -.41 .n .62 .10 .18 
5. .25 .84 -.09 -.14 .89 .19 ,06 -.02 .68 .37 .65 -.36 
6. .47 .66 .19 .l!i .66 .17 .14 -.10 .35 -.51 .23 -.37 
7. .70 .45 .34 -.13 .68 .35 -.02 -.ll .88 .25 .38 -.29 
8. .52 .72 .66 -.05 • 78 .43 .58 -.29 .54 .65 .07 .42 
9. -.07 .85 -.12 .32 .79 .84 • 73 -.34 .62 .05 .07 -.19 
* I - r between rank orderings of raw scores of Periods I and II 
II - II II II II II II II II II II and III 
III 
-
II II II II II II II II II I and III 
M - II II II II II movement scores 
.. 
~ 
• 
:: 
down by groups, Group A has 19 significant r's, Group B has 15 and Group 
C has 8. By periods, it is found that Period I has 21 significant r's, 
Period II 12, and Period III 9. Of the 33 r's for movement scores, only 
two show significance and these are both negative. They are both for 
Group A; -.68 for Criterion l, and -.63 for Criterion )B. It should be 
noted that all the other significant r's are positive. Breaking down the 
significance count by criteria, it is found that Criteria l and 3B have 
six significant r's, 3C has five, 3A five, 8 and 9 have four, 2, 4 and 7 
have thre~and 6 has two. 
Figure 12 (p, 57) shows the r's for correlation between Periods I and 
II. Group B shows significant positive r's for all criteria, while Groups 
A and C each show five positively significant r 1s. It should be noted that 
all the r's, except one, fall within ,35 points above or below the posi-
tive level of significance. 
Correlations between periods II and III are generally much lower as 
can be seen in Figure 13 (p. 58) although Group A shows nine positively 
significant r's, Group B one, and Group C two. Also r's are much more 
spread out ranging from -.51 to ,91, twice the range of that in Period I. 
Correlations between Periods I and III as seen in Figure 14 (p, 59) 
show the same general patterning as those between Periods II and III, al-
though they are somewhat lower. Group A has five positively significant 
r 1s, Group B three, and Group C one. The scattering and fluctuation among 
r's are even more evident here than in the two previous sets. 
Figure 15 (p. 60) shows correlations between the two movement ratings 
derived from the difference between raw scores in Periods I and II, and 
Periods II and III. These correlations are generally lower than those for 
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judgements of absolute position (raw scores), most of them being negative; 
all of Group B's r's and five of Group C's r's were negative. 
Questionnaire responses.-- Table 6 below shows the responses of the 
judges in ranking criteria in tenns of usefulness and clarity. The rank-
ings have not been broken down by groups of judges since there were no 
significant differences among the totaled group responses. In general 
the table is self-explanatory. Note the similarity between the rankings 
for usefulness and those for clarity. 
Table 6. Combined Rankings by Judges of Usefulness 
and Clarity of Various Criteria 
Usefulness Clarity 
l 
Handling Conflicts •••••••••..••••••••••• 4 
Group Thinking and Planning ••••••••••••• 6 
Social Responsibility to Each Other ••••• 3A 
Group Loyalty and Morale •••••••••.•••••• 7 
Acceptance of Differences ••••••.•••.•••• 8 
Group Organization and Standards ••••.••• l 
Leadership and Participation •••••••••••• 5 
Decreasing Need of Leader ••••••••••••••• 9 
Social Responsibility to Community •••••• JC 
Wider Interests ••••••••••..••.•.•••••••• 2 
Social Responsibility to Agency ••••••••• JB 
2 
4 
6 
8 
9 
3A 
l 
5 
7 
JC 
JB 
2 
To the question regarding other criteria which might be useful, re-
sponses of "individual chart" (twice) "cohesion," "overall movement," 
"leadership," "acceptance of leader," "participation by parents," "in-
dividual friendships," and "they are all superficial and arbitrary," 
were given. 
Nineteen of the thirty judges thought that the record furnished 
sufficient material for rating, and two gave no response. Nine judges 
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responded negatively, citing Criterion 3B seven times, Criterion 5 four 
times, Criteria 2, )C, and 9 three times, Criterion 3A twice, and Cri-
terion 9 and "all" once. 
Twenty-nine of the judges thought the instructions were sufficiently 
clear, one gave no response. 
Sixteen judges thought that discussion of the Movement Chart would 
have been helpful, twelve thought not, and two gave no response. 
In general, the responses to the "further comments or suggestions" 
item were concerned with factors already discussed in this study, such as: 
definitions of scale points, anchor illustrations, background information, 
relevance of the goals of the group worker in the Record, definition of 
the "average" group, lack of continuity and reality in chopped up record, 
lack of time for reading and writing, overlapping criteria, validity and 
comprehensiveness of criteria, and validity and usefulness of check lists. 
2. Focusing and Interpretion of Findings 
In drawing together and interpreting the results of the test, it 
would be well to focus on the research questions asked in Chapter I. It 
is obvious that due to the extreme limitations under which the test was 
performed, the most useful and valid approach is to discuss the major 
trends and the possible factors associated with these characteristics. 
The first question which was asked was how much agreement there 
would be among judges in general in rating the development of the group 
in question. In attempting to investigate this by observation of mean 
scores of groups of judges and standard deviations, there is; unfortunately 
no,yes <;~r_no_ answer, especially since agreement tends to vary with 
different groups, different time periods, and so on. The proximity of 
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group mean raw and movement scores and the similarity in the curves they 
formed moving from criterion to criterion, suggests that there was some 
agreement between the groups of judges. Although the similarity of curves 
for the standard deviation scores was not so definite as with raw scores, 
the fact that, in general, ratings of the majority of the judges con-
sistently fell within a quarter of the total scale suggests that there is 
some agreement which is not due to chance. In addition to such things as 
sample size, which have already been discussed, it appears from observ-
ing the total distribution of scores, from the small size of movement 
ratings, and from comments made on the questionnaire, that the stimUlus 
material and lack of scale definition may have helped keep variance among 
scores down. That is to say if movement is very slight in a record and 
the points on the rating scale vague, there may be a tendency for judges 
to be realistically timid and conservative and to "hug" the average or 
mid-point. This specUlation woUld appear to be supported somewhat by the 
fact that the criteria which had least relevant material in the record 
and which judges considered least clear, had a high ratio of ratings which 
fell on the central zero point and the prominent minus five point. The 
fact that a third of the coefficients of correlation were statistically 
significant and that these generally fell in a pattern and were not ran-
domly sprinkled suggests that there was agreement among judges' ratings 
when they applied the Group Evaluation Chart to the same stimUlus material. 
The second question is whether there was a difference between ratings 
of groups of judges with varying degrees of training and experience in the 
field. This was seen to be generally true. In the first place, there 
were significant differences among the groups with regard to total raw 
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score distributions, Group A showing a less sharply centered pattern than 
the other two groups. Group C scored the group in the record higher for 
most criteria for the first two rating: periods, while Group A tended to 
score low generally, Group B falling in the middle. In Period III and for 
the first judgement of movement, consistent intergroup differences were 
not evident, but for the second judgement of movement, Group A rated high-
est for all but Criterion 2. 
The third question is concerned with the correlation of training and 
experience with intra-group agreement. Using standard deviation scores 
as a test of intra-group agreement, it can be seen that the least expe-
rienced groupe, Group A, had the highest scores - in other words most 
disagreement among judges - in general for all three rating periods and 
for the first movement period. Groups B and C generally share middle and 
lower places respectively for the raw and movement standard deviations. 
A general check of standard deviation scores finds Group A having the 
fewest number, smaller than 2.00, Group C being in the middle and Group B 
having the most. Thus, as agreement is measured according to the magni-
tude of differences among judges' ratings for a given set of ratings, the 
group with least training and experience, the college students, ranked 
lowest and the group with the most training, the group work supervisors, 
ranked a close second behind the group with the "medium" training, the 
group work students. A speculation as to the reason for this ranking 
might be that the untrained judges would have no common frames of refer-
' 
ence for rating, whereas the semi-trained judges, being in a common learn-
ing situation, would have more common frames of reference than the trained 
judges. These trained judges are functioning in different settings with 
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less regular contact than the second group, but with more common experience 
than the first group. 
Using rank order correlations as a measure, it is found that for 
correlation between the first two periods, the sa~e relationship as above 
is maintained, the semi-trained group ranking highest, the trained group 
second and the non-trained group third. However, between Periods II and 
III and between the movement ratings there is a change, and Group A, the 
least trained becomes highest, Group B, semi-trained, lowest, and Group C, 
trained, the middle group. It seems possible in comparing the group which 
ranks high in terms of standard deviation and low in terms of rank order 
to the group with opposite rankings, that where raw scores are widely 
dispersed it is easier for them to avoid changing relative rankings as 
they pass from one period to another. That is, each score has more room 
to fluctuate without switching ranks with the next score. It seems then 
that, except for the second movement score, the trained and semi-trained 
groups have "better" (lower) standard deviations, >ffiereas the non-trained 
group, except for the Period I to II correlation, has "better" (higher) 
r's. Once again this illustrates that in this test greater agreement of 
one type (dispersion or deviation) goes with training and experience gen-
erally, whereas greater agreement of another type (maintaining relative 
rankings from period to period) sometimes correlates negatively with 
training and experience. It is possible that use of a group record show-
ing more movement would correct this seeming incongruity in favor of 
trained judges, although the effect may well be only a statistical arti-
fact. 
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The next question is whether some criteria show greater reliability 
than others. In comparing the Criteria which rank high in terms of r's 
with those which rank high in terms of standard deviations (that is low 
S.D.'s), a negative correlation is found between the two sets of rankings. 
Thus it appears that high relative reliability in terms of one measure-
ment does not coincide with high reliability in terms of another. It 
should be noted that the high r's obtained for Criteria 3B and )C (mostly 
by Group A) seem to be associated with the fact that judges, being con-
fused about where to check criteria on which so little information was 
furnished in the record, stuck to the numbered points on the scale. Thus, 
reliability in this case would appear to be a result of vagueness and 
lack of clarity, as questionnaire responses imply, rather than real agree-
ment. In general, comparing changes in standard deviation scores and 
r's over periods and among groups of judges it seems that differences 
among the various criteria, in the light of the size of the samples, are 
not significant and to discuss them minutely would be confusing as well 
as of dubious validity. Briefly, however, if the five standard devia-
tions for each criterion are totaled, the criteria are ranked from low 
to high deviation as follows on Table 7 {page 67). 
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Table 7. Rankings of Criteria from Low to High Mean 
Standard Deviation of Scores 
Rank Criterion 
1 3C - Social Responsibility to Community 
2 8 - Acceptance of Differences 
3 4 - Handling Conflicts 
4 9 - Decreasing Need of Leader 
5 1 - Group Organization and Standards 
6 1 - Group Loyalty and Morale 
1 2 - Wider Interests 
8 6 - Group Thinking and Planning 
9 5 - Leadership and Participation 
10 3B - Social Responsibility to Agency 
11 3A - Social Responsibility to Agency 
As was mentioned previously, the rankings for Criteria 3B and 3C 
should not be considered even as valid as those for the other criteria, 
because of lack of relevant material in the record. In relation to all 
the above rankings, it should be noted that the difference between the 
average standard deviations of the first and last ranked criteria was 
only 1.2. Thus, ascribing significance to the difference in reliability 
among various criteria is rather dangerous. 
For the next question, that of the relationship between degree of 
training and experience of judges and relative reliability of various 
criteria, it appears that differences among average standard deviations 
are even smaller than in the preceding question and do not warrant 
presentation. Thus, it would seem that there is no significant differ-
ence shown in this test among rankings of criteria reliabilities from 
group to group. 
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In regard to the question of reliability from period to period, it 
seems that Period I shows most reliability, Period II second most, and 
Period III least, in terms of standard deviations of groups of scores. 
However, it should be noted that clustering around the prominent points 
(-5, O, +5, +10) is most pronounced for Period I, less for Period II and 
least for Period III. This factor undoubtedly has an effect on the stand-
ard deviation scores. That is, clustering, particularly around zero, 
generally, in this study appears to decrease standard deviation scores. 
If reliability is measured by rank order correlation, the same relation-
ship as above is observed. Between Periods I and II, 21 of the 33 r 1 s 
are significant, between Periods II and III 12 are significant and be-
tween Periods I and III 9 are significant. It seems then, that as time 
goes by reliability constantly decreases, as measured either by low 
deviation from the mean or by maintaining of relative rankings. A reason 
for this could possibly be that as judges rate a phenomenon with a poorly 
defined scale, errors - in the sense of deviations among judges - tend 
to compound from rating to rating. An analogy might be starting a group 
of blind men on a race from a common point (even this common starting 
point is vague for the evaluation chart) and telling them to run straight 
ahead. The chances of their staying on the same course - barring com-
munication between them or other guides - are not at all assured, and 
given individual differences in emotional and physical makeup, one could 
speculate that they would get farther and farther apart as they ran. 
This question of how agreement on movement compares to agreement 
on group position at particular points, is answered in the same manner 
as the above question. The standard deviations for the scores of the 
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first movement period (between Periods I and II) are generally lower than 
those for the first three periods. Twenty-three of these 33 deviation 
scores are below 2.0 whereas Periods I and II each had 15. The second 
movement period (between Period II and III) has fewer deviation scores 
(13) lower than 2.0. Comparing r 1s, it is seen that rank order correla-
tion between the two sets of movement scores produces no positively sig-
nificant coefficients. Twenty-two of the 33 r's are negative, two of 
these being negatively significant. Thus, it seems that although the low 
degree of movement depressed deviations, there was much change in relative 
rankings among movement scores. This suggests once again that the neces-
sity for judges to consider at each successive rating point, where the 
group being observed stands for any criterion in relation to the original 
"average," and in relation to changes that have occurred in the group, 
creates a compounding confusion. In this regard, 'the blind man analogy 
used above applies even more for movement ratings, than for absolute ra-
tings, since the change factor is focused on more in movement ratings. 
In considering other general factors, it seems possible that the 
lopsided scale may have limited movement. Observation of the ascending 
frequency curve at the negative "short" extreme of the scale in Figure I 
suggests judges may have "run out of space" to rate negative movement. 
In comparing any rank order correlation or standard deviation scores, 
the fact should be kept in mind 'that with such small samples, differences 
between scores must be quite large to be significant. Without attempting 
to set a definite mathematical level for this, it can be seen that when 
two scores which are fairly close together are compared, one cannot be 
assured that the smaller one, for example, is "really'' smaller or whether 
it is not much smaller than the other. This "really" of course, is in the 
sense that in data derived from small samples, chance looms as a larger 
factor in assessing validity of results. 
In regard to the responses of the judges on the questionnaire, it can 
be seen that most of their confusions, statements of limitations and sug-
gestions are relevant and similar to those discussed by the writer. 
). SUIIIJIIIU7 
In analyzing the results of the test it was found that there was a 
tendency for judges to rate close to the "average" or zero point on the 
scale and to concentrate on the points which were numbered on the scale. 
It was felt that on the basis of low deviation among scores and the appear-
ance of statistically significant coefficients of correlation between rela-
tive rankings of scores that the instrument had some reliability at least 
for some parts of the stimulus material. In terms of proximity among 
scores of judges as a measure of reliability, the semi-trained group (the 
group work students) were most in agreement with one another, the trained 
. group (the group work supervisors) were second, and the non-trained group 
(the college seniors) were third. Common training and common frames of 
reference (particularly in the present social work training situation) 
were thought to be possible determinants here. Measuring reliability in 
terms of consistency of relative rankings of scores over time, it was 
found that the semi-trained group was again first, the trained second, 
and the non-trained, third, for the first two rating periods. However, 
for the latter part of the record the rankings reversed running non-
trained, trained, semi-trained. In coroparing these results to the fact 
that reliability declined generally for the latter part of the record, 
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it was thought that relative rankings of groups of judges became less mean-
ingful, A possible factor associated with this decreased reliability was 
that the record itself was not continuous, and created a confusing picture 
for rating, thus permitting a greater operation of chance, and making dif-
ferences in scoring less significant. Also, in general the vagueness of 
definition of the scale was considered to make for a possible compounding 
of errors and deviation in contiguous ratings. In this same light, the 
relatively low and insignificant reliability scores for the chart's 
ability to rate movement seems to be partly explained by this compounding 
of confusion, and by difficulty in maintaining frames of reference regard-
ing the developmental status of the group from period to period, The rela-
tive difference in reliability among the various criteria was demonstrated 
by analysis of data, but these differences were so small as to make them 
insignificant for samples of the size employed in this study. 
In general, it seemed that despite the risk involved in ascribing 
significance to the data because of the limitations involved, there were 
signs at some points (e.g., where r for correlations between the rankings 
of group work students for Periods I and II were statistically signifi-
cant) of reliability based on other than chance factors. From analysis 
of the test and questionnaire findings it appears, therefore, that the 
main deterrents to reliability are: 
1. 
2. 
The incompleteness (in terms of background 
information and proportion of total group ex-
perience presented) and discontinuity of the 
group record. 
The lack of applicability of the record in 
at least one area, i.e., social responsibili-
ty. 
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). The possible lack of relevance of the worker's 
goals to those in the Evaluation Chart. 
4. The lack of movement as shown in the record. 
5. The lack of definitions of "average" behavior 
and of scale points. 
6. The fact that the scale is lopsided. 
1. The lack of sufficient time in most cases, to 
do an adequate job of reading the record and 
rating. 
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CHAPI'Ed IV 
SU}~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Review of the Study 
To provide a preliminary test of the reliability of the Bernstein 
Group Evaluation Chart, an abbreviated record of a social recreational 
group was given to three groups of ten judges each, representing three 
degrees of training and expertness in the field - senior women students 
from a college of physical education, first year group work graduate stu-
dents and graduate group work supervisors. The judges read the record and 
rated the development and movement of the group in the record according 
to nine criteria on the sixteen point scale, for three periods of time. 
The instrument employed was a slightly modified version of the Bernstein 
Chart. The judges also filled out a questionnaire having to do with their 
attitudes regarding the usefulness and clarity of the various criteria, 
and the adequacy of the record and the test instructions. 
The test was designed to discover whether judges could agree in their 
ratings of a particular group, employing the Group Evaluation Chart, how 
agreement correlated with training and expertness in the field, and whether 
agreement varied with different criteria. Sample size, the relevance and 
adequacy of the record, and lack of refinement of the instrument were 
thought to be the main limitations involved in assessing validity of the 
findings. 
The principal methods for analyzing the data were examination of the 
.~frequencies of various raw scores, comparison of group mean raw and move-
ment scores, comparisons of the standard deviations of sets of raw and 
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movement scores of groups of judges, and rank order correlations of these 
sets of scores. The findings were analyzed by groups, by scoring periods, 
and by criteria. 
Analysis of the test results revealed a tendency on the part of 
judges to score close to the zero "average" point and to concentrate some-
what on the points which were indicated numerically on the scale. 
Taking proximity (dispersion) among scores of judges as a measure of 
reliability, it was found that the semi-trained group (the group work stu-
, dents) were most in agreement with one another, the trained group (the 
group work supervisors) were second, and the non-trained group (the college 
seniors) were third. Common training and common frames of reference -
particularly in the social work training situation - were thought to be 
possible determinants here. 
Measuring reliability in terms of consistency of relative rankings of 
scores over time, it was found that the semi-trained group was again first, 
the trained group second, and the non-trained group third.for the first 
two rating periods. However, the positions reversed for the latter part 
of the record, running non-trained, trained, semi-trained. 
Reliability as measured by comparison of group mean scores, magni-
tude of dispersion among judges' scores, and rank order correlations, was 
seen to decline from period to period. This phenomenon as well as the 
change in position of the three groups of judges for the later sets of 
judgements was thought to be associated with the increasing influence of 
the chance factor. This compounding of errors was in turn thought to be 
associated with the inadequacy of the group record and the lack of 
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definition of the chart scale points. 
Relative differences in reliability among the various criteria are 
seen, but these differences were so small as to make them insignificant 
for samples of the size employed in the test. 
In general, as revealed by similarity among the curves created by 
group mean raw and movement scores plotted from criterion to criterion, 
by low standard deviation scores, and by high rank order correlations, 
there was interjudge and inter-group agreement which seemed to indicate 
a small degree of reliability for the instrument. 
It was felt that the principal deterrents to reliability in the 
test were: 1, incompleteness and lack of applicability and relevance of 
the group record, 2, lack of movement as shown in the record, 3, lack of 
definition of the scale points in the chart, and 4, lack of time for the 
judges to read and rate. 
• 
2. Significance of the Study 
A few comments are in order concerning the overall usefulness of this 
study, as a learning experience for the writer, as a contribution to exist-
ing knowledge, and as a preliminary guide to some steps that need to be 
taken in the future. For the first point, that of the writer's learning, 
suffice it is to say that in attempting to overcome the methodological 
obstacles in constructing the test, in going through the task of getting 
the test administered and the results returned, in trying to understand 
what "all those numbers" meant, and in translating them into terms some-
what nearer to the human day-to-day phenomena they purported to measure, 
.. the writer realized and hopefully overcame a few of the many practical and 
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theoretical problems of social research. 
In regard to contribution to existing knowledge, one could point out 
that most intelligent practitioners, discussing the Group Evaluation Chart 
and some of the material used to test it, would come to many of the same 
conclusions that the writer did - without having to write a thesis to do 
it. This of course does not deny the validity of methodical, objective 
testing of hypotheses. The study showed, despite the many limitations 
involved, that people can reach somewhat the sa~e conclusions when rating 
the changes in groups with a numerical scale, and that there do seem to 
be consistant and significant differences in the extent and quality of 
agreement between judges, associated with their knowledge of the subject 
matter being discussed. Also it demonstrated in practical terms that in 
measuring agreement, there are several elements to be taken into con-
sideration (e.g., the coincidence of scale judgements at a given time, 
the original relative elevations on a scale of different judges, and how 
consistently these relative positions are maintained from time to time, 
and so on), and that reliability for an instrument of this type must be 
qualified in terms of its multidimensional character. 
Most importantly however, the study pointed out some of the diffi-
culties involved in constructing and testing evaluative instruments, and 
some of the needs which must be met in order that existing tools be im-
proved. 
2. Needs and Methods for the Future 
What, then, are some of the steps to be taken? In the first place, 
it seems quite obvious in the light of the findings of this study - or the 
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lack of them - that the scale points of the Group Evaluation Chart must 
be defined with anchoring illustrations, and with abstract definitions 
for at least some of these points. 
Secondly, if the instrument is to be employed to rate the group in 
question in relation to all other groups, or to groups similar to itself, 
two steps seem to be indicated: 
1. As suggested by Groth, norms for groups of varying 
age, sex, background, agency, etc. must be developed 
to define the "average" for the group being rated. 
2. The scale should be modified to include as many 
negative points as positive, on the previously men-
tioned assumption that the zero average point repre-
sents the mean development for all groups being con-
sidered. 
Thirdly, although indicated in this study mostly from questionnaire 
responses, is the question of the relevance and usefulness of the various 
criteria. Some reexamination seems to be in order to determine whether, 
as they now stand, all of the criteria are clearly enough definable for 
the purposes of the scale, whether further combinations or divisions of 
criteria are warranted, and whether some means of developing a set of 
criteria representing the logically interdependent and complete major 
dimensions of movement could be arrived at. The methodology for effecting 
and testing these steps would involve, it seems, the independent "logical" 
thinking of the researchers involved (especially on points such as scale 
balancing), the canvassing of teachers and practitioners (as Groth did in 
his testing to find norms of behavior), and surveying of literature and 
the pooling of expert thought via research seminars (as in the develop-
ment of criteria systems). 
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Fourthly, it seems that as many researchers and practitioners have 
indicate4, much attention needs to be paid to the stimulus material that 
is used for testing the instrument. In this study, for example, it is 
quite obvious that the nature of the record imposed serious limitations 
on the validity and generalizability of the results. Some of the possi-
ble alteJ!nate methods of observation were mentioned previously and will 
not be elaborated here. In this connection, however, there are some 
practic~ problems that come to light. If instrument testing is to be 
at all worthwhile and valid, it seems very necessary that the judges not 
be forceq to read records and do their rating on a haphazard spare time 
basis, as was done in this study, but be allowed time to read adequate 
records (!or observe whatever types of stimulus material is presented) and 
do thoughtful, unhurried evaluating and scoring. It should also be noted 
that regardless of whether the instrument is to be used as an occasional 
tool for evaluation of agency program, as a research tool, or as a day-
to-day aid for workers, students and supervisors to follow the develop-
ment of tpeir clients, the development and testing of the instrument 
' 
should be1 none-the-less complete and done under rigorous and objective 
condition~. 
3. Sunnnary 
In g~uging the necessity and applicability of measuring instruments 
in social work research and practice, it is necessary lest one become 
caught up in the mania of numbers and scales and try to put all knowledge 
onto a table or a graph - to stop and see these tools in their proper 
- perspecti~e. The writer has had occasion to compare several observation 
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instrumerlts which have established reliability, as they were used to 
measure various group dynamic phenomena. Although these scales gave very 
pertinent information regarding group interaction, they were inadequate 
when one ;attempted to get an integrated "picture" of what had transpired 
in the group in question. It was necessary to supplement, to fill in, 
so to SPE!ak, with elaborative discussion and "global" observations. Keep-
ing in mind, then, the fact that the group worker must constantly keep 
before ~ this global picture of the intra-personal and inter-personal 
interactive patterns operating in the group setting, it can be seen that 
evaluatiqn charts do not now and probably never will be able completely 
to fulfill the qualifications for performing a treatment-oriented diag-
nosis. aowever, in the interest of more objective, communicable standards 
of evaluation and prediction, it seems that in their place, instruments 
such as ~he Group Evaluation Chart can serve as valuable adjuncts to the 
more descriptive and uncategorized methods of analysis. The writer be-
lieves tijat the refinement and validation of the Bernstein Group ~valua-
tion Ch~t are useful and justifiable avenues of approach to this end. 
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GROUP EVALUATION CRART 
G~oup Criteria 
1. 
i Attendance 
' 2, Gr01{P r· organization 
3, Group standards 
. 4. Widelr horizons 
I 
5. social responsibility 
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a. ~,o each other 
b. To agency 
' 
Co Tb community 
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6. Enirched interests 
' 
7. Handpng conr.1~cos 
8. Lead~rshi~a~~~cipation 
9, Cooperative Planning 
10. Grou[P thinking 
11. Group loyalty & morale 
12. ;:cce:ptance tlf differenc 
13. l Decreasing need £~ader 
' 
Pr<> 
Period E~aluated 
From: 
To: 
Trends 
Retro- ;I 
~rossion 1 static 
Slight 1 Great 
rogressf"rogress 
s 
i 
Prepared by: 
Saul B. Bornstein 
Boston University 
School of Social Work 
84 Exoter StreEt 
Boston, Mass. 
GROUP EVALUATION CHART 
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GROUI' l'OVEHENT 
I • Int:roduc tion: 
The f'ollow1Dt r.Jater:l.al is dedgned to aid aoc1al group \rOl'lwrG tn 
developing means vherebr troy can evaluate the monm111nt of the groups 
which the7 lead. 
Your help in reading the enelosed, abbreviated record of one of 
these groups, and filling m1t tha chart end questionnaire is requested • 
. The responses you e;ive are of great value to the profession of social 
wor1t in its efforts to facil t tnte th~ soc:l.nl and recrM.tional dPvelopment 
of indiviciuals and r,rOU.J:lS in li'CA 1 e, settleJ::ent hou~e~, com::unity ~en­
ters, qnd inctitution<l anct treatne ·t eettinr, , an<' •·•ill be P,I"P.Atly 
11Tl'1rP.Ci:'"!. t.ed .• 
II. Instruct~.one! 
1. lte(l<' carefully the CR!'J"'..$.IJI. (up. 3-4). These are soee of the things 
~t group workers look for wher1 trying to see hov grou.:ns chan/!!e. 
?.. :::"amiHari?;e yotaself vith the GROUP MOBI\EN'f CHART (p. 5 ) • You 
will see that the CRITERIA are listed vsrt'ically, and that the scoring 
section 1a divided into three columns to correspond. to the "'bloc~s" into 
which the RECORD has bean split. 
3. R.sad the GROIJ'P HECCRD, l~e>opine in mind the Cll!T'{RIA. It l:Ji>.y help to 
underline indices of ·mov'l"'~r;t, or to note i.."l the oorgins, relevant CRIT'F.RIA, 
in orccer to faclitate ecoring. "k-1 n"y notice that tho r;;cord does not 
proceed from weak to Neek "l:at,;eAn l's:RIOnS. !!'his b becc>.i12a t!Jroe meetings 
have been, extracted from the beginning of the total reco:rd, throe from the 
middle of t.he record, and three from the end so tl-~-,t 'l.n ov~rall look at the 
p:rou.p mir:"'t be had, and to IJake for P.conomy of h&nd.J.ing. The recol:"d is of 
an actual group, bllt AA!1es, ate., have been ch9.nged to pl·eserve confidan-
tiality. 
4. Using tha G,":OU.P 110~1-ll~:lT CHART, eheck tho posit ion of t'le group as 
a wholB, as you iia:W it in th3 C'.JWUP R'~COP.D, fOl' sc:>.el1 CH!TERION, by circling 
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2. 
at the end of each period the point on the siXteen point scale '!there :you think 
the group 1e. •o• represents where gou:ps of similar age, socio-economic bac:JG=. 
ground. etc., would be (an •average"). -5 1a the "lowest• point a II"'UP could 
reach, ·.:10 the highest in terms of deYelopment for each CRITERION. Note tbat 
change can occur in a positive (~) or negative (-) direction. 
EXAJ!l'Llh 
(from another record) 
8!5 
. HA.'HDLING CONFLICTS .5 0 o\5 ;,10 -5 Q +5 -"10 -5 0 ,'\5 ""18 li f
t• H·· 
I I I I I I I I I f'1() I Q 8 I I I I I ~ I t I I I 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 I I 11 1 1 1 ~ I ~ 
1------------------L--------------L------------~~------------.J 
5. 1'111 out the questionnaire, :reapollding to all items about "'hich fOU 
have an opinion. Your :responees are confidential aad will not be seen b:y &117 
official of Boston University. 
It you ~"auld like to see the the results of this studT, pleasa write 
JOUl" name and address below. 
PROII?.r RJ!lrUBN OF COMPLJ!!l'ED Mr.!fERIALS MID RECORD WILL m: 
GllEATLY Al'l'lUICIATED. 
l. GROUP ORG/I.l'!IZJ,TION & STM'DAliDS: such thi~ as regularity and prompt-
ness in attendance,elear and punctual committee work, sound handling of fin-
anc.._, good baainess meetings, pa,ying fees when they are cb!.e, respect for 
propert;r, and courtesy to gw~sts. 
2. WI7 •ER IN'J.'!!:llli:STS: increased YB.l'iet;r, contimity and depth of interest 
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in activities, e.g. athletica, cratts, disCI:U!sion of eocial problema, nw places, 
people, reading, etc, 
3. SOCIJ-L ~'ONSI:SILI'l'Y: 
A. To each other: such things as 1(eeoing appointmente, stating cr1t-
. -
ic1ar.l8 tacttu.ll;r, helping out 1n actirttiee, and in til::e of trouble, making 
adjustment. that wUl permit all to participate, e.g. going places within the 
means of the most handicapned or poorest mer~er, etc. 
B. To a~c;r: responsibility to snonsoring agencies, care for the 
agenc;r'a pt'operty and reputation, readiness to participate help:t'ul4' in agener-
wide a:!tairs, and a feeling of •we• instead of "they" in speaking of the agenc;r. 
C. TO CO!V.fUNITY1 interest in the .,id"r coiiiiiiWlity (neighborhood, town, 
state, etc,), ana eagerness to make it better, readiness to r<~frain from des= 
trot1ng COIIIIDQDity property and an ea&ernns to preserve it, etc. 
4, Hii.NDLll'G CONFLICTS: diff•rences .. ith or tendons between members or 
with otlt"r .:roupa, the lt~tader, the agenc;r, ate., arf! examples of conflict. 
"low" fo~s of handling or resolving this are brute force, threats, etc., the 
more mature types being logical riiseuaaion, e~ellin~ the feelin«a into aet-
ivit1ea, ete. !he age, background, etc., of the me-:bera baa a bearin« on the 
•normal" types of P.ettlenent they chose. 
5. ,L~~"l\Sili.P & J'AliTICil-ATION: extre11ee h•re are di<'tatori"l mer.1bere and 
all tha <~ctivitiee being done by a few, V.S. a ~oup that drift~ aiml•ssly. 
4. 
IJ:.iforo and inclusive pert1cip11tion and demoerati.c le~~d~r•hi'O (from runon?, the 
oeJJbera) are the ideal. 
6. r.aolJI· TJIII'J(J:I G &, GHCUI' PLAN .. ll'G: e:r.plor~tinn of n sub,ject of interest 
to the group, ~ive and tPke of idl!l!s involving clo!er unrerstRnding of the 
objectives And goAb (,. tri:o, ~ denee ~ gar. e), heArinp, frol!l everyone, p;et..,er-
ing the necer.s~ry fAet•, •P.ttin~ in r.otion e ~lAn, cerr,r1ng out nren~r .. tions, 
conslll'1:.~tin?, the nbn, And ev.,lu..ting result• for the future, '!Ire !Ill tnvolved, 
7. GhOUl' LOIALTY & WJHALJO;: willinl';nese to "worl~rt for the groun, int11re•t 
in increeeing itn nreRtige, •nd nride in belongirg to it ~re examnlee. 
e. ACCEI"l'ANCE OF DIFFil!IENCitS: ecce:oting and apnrP.c~ting nereona in •nd 
out of the groun Yho have neysieAl nr errotion•l or m"nt~l l>.andie"n~. who havf! 
different economic r .. ligioua, e~1e or racial b•ekground, or different opin-
ions, are the eaaentiRl nointa to look for here, 
9, DEC~SlNGI~ OF THE L~: t~e tonl here is thqt the groun become 
P.ble to funlltion, to handle its ow• conflicts, to .,l,..n, •tc,, •·•itho~At the 
aaahtence of the apnointed leedP.r ( thf Grou!l Worker). I11nl1ed here is C\at'lir1 ty 
!'\nd the developoent of lelldere"in from ui tHn the trnu·>, 
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GROUP ~IOVEMEt"J' CHART 
CRITERIA. PERIOD I PERIOD II P"!RIOD III 
1. GROUP ORGANIZe. 
-5 0 .f5 -410 -5 0 .;5 t10 -5 0 .;5 .10 
ATION & S'l'ANDARDS. IO&IIQtQ~QtiiOiiUVA IIUIB93190190088 ilOOU!iiiiiOO~ijOIIOtl 
2.· lofiDER IN'.rF.J<ESTS 
-5 0 "'5 flO -5 0 ot5 flO 
-5 0 t5 ·l-10 
OIOiiHIBtllii 0 QQ8tllttQOOIIfi 9 totaOQII't tlllttil 
. 
3. SOCIAL lf'::SI'ONS.. 
tB!LITY '.1'0: 
-5 0 y5 ylO -5 0 ~5 uo -5 o J.s po 
A. UCH O'I'HER IV9itll'ttt lttt 0 ······~''"''''' tlltlttttfttll I 
-- 'P - - - - - -- --- -- - -- - - -- --- --- -- - - - - - - - - - -
B. AGENCY 
-5 0 i5 uo -5 0 iS tlO 
-5 o *5 tlo ltt0t910Uttlt81 !JUittOOIOOti1110& tiOttiltiQIIQfftl 9 
-------- --
----------
----- -- = -- .- - - ---- ---
-
C. CO.UaJNITY 
-5 0 t5 t10 -5 0 {5 {·10 =5 0 .. 5 .f.lO QQtlliiiiH Qtlt~O IIOIIJ91QBOOVOtlua II D 9 0 6 @ 0 I 0 0_ 0 t I 0 0 fJ 
' 
4. HANDLING CON- -5 0 ~5 ... 10 -5 0 J,-5 tlO -5 0 f5 tlO 
FLICTS 18DP0011111111l1 tlllfltii9001111J3 ttll09111t1111BID 
5. LEA.D:<:RSHIP & -5 0 -}5 -i-10 -5 o .;5 •1o 
-5 0 15 '10 
PJ\RTICIPATION IIH008tll!lltlll !iltetuttllllii;Jtttfo ttotoaoto otttYa 
6. GROUP THINKING .... 0 y5 -$10 -5 0 i5 tlO -5 0 15 '10 & PLANNIII'G VOOtOQ1JgQif!IQU&Q ~nan 99 1H •• u all a anoootoot uoolv 
7. GROUP LOYALTY & -5 0 'i-5 -ilO -5 0 ·i~5 HO ~5 0 15 tlO 
!!ORALE 01110i~I11J&Q!it0HI llt8IOGIJ91J9Btli!l lttfl!lllUDt 1&09 1J 
e. ACCF.P'l'ANCE OJ' -5 0 ~5 ~10 -5 0 .:!-.5 ~·10 -5 0 oi6 .10 
DIJ'FERENCES lttiQQQOOQIIUtU 1tltiOOQD030gQOII 1190~110UUIIIU 
9. D .;;cl!EA.SI ~!G NEED -5 0 {5 ~10 =5 0 {·5 .}10 -5 0 i5 ylO 
o:r LEA.DEi t1Qt~IIQI~t81110 Ufi&GQO&tatllilJll Olft66Qiot8811lhll 
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6. 
Q,UE!3TIO~~tAIRE 
1. Which t~ee CRIT~IA (in order of importance) did you th1rtk were: 
A. rtoat \.l&eful ae 1nd~.cee of group change 1_ 2_ 3_ 
B. Least useful aa indices or group change 1____ 2_ 3 ___ 
2 
- '-
n • .,oat unclear 1 
-
2 
-
,_ 
2. If you th1nk that other CRIT"JRIA would be useful 1 1nd1oate: 
3. Oid the R~CO~O furnish suff1c1ent information upon whch to base 
your rat1ng? If not, which CRITERIA had insuffio1ent material 
1n the RECORD? 
~. ~ere the INST~UOTIOPS euff1Ciently clear? 
A. If not, what further explanation would you have desired? 
5. ~.ould diacuseion of the ffOVEHEl'fT CHART have been heloful? 
6. Furt~er ~ommente or auggtet1one: 
The group ~enbers came from a mi~nle class suburban neighborhood and the Group 
;,orker mH,tsl with tnem in their neighborhood. The. Group worker is thus, the sole 
Agency representative. 
'lEMBERS AGE 
Alex 9 (Pete's Brother) 
Joe 10 
Mac 10 
Mike lO 
Pete ll (Alex's brother) 
Glen· 11 (Joined in October) 
PERIOD I 
FBS'r ~ETPIJ, AUGHST . , Present: Alex, Joe, Mac, Mike, Pete 
As G.l-l. (Group Worker) drove clown the street he noticed. Joe anrl several other 
~oys on bike,. llhen they saw G W's ear they started shouting, "that's him, that's 
his car, that's the guy!" and followed the car to Joe's house where Joe's '!\other 
greeted G.W.; G.W. asked Joe's mother if he could start the meeting with the boys 
in her backy~rd. She said "certainly." 
The boys r.athered round G.W. in front of the house where Joe's mother intro-
duced G.W •. t,en left. G.W, asked the boys to call him by his flrRt na"le and the 
group went idto the backyard where G.W. talked with the boys about clubs they had 
been in (all 
1
or them had been in cub scouts) 
this club. ~hey were al1 fishe~en of sorts 
in this and how they could teach him. 
and about s~e possible activities for 
and G.W. joked about his lack of skill 
G.W. as~d the b~ys about play s?aceJ the boys said there was little in the 
area but tha, there was a petition up with 200 na~s to have a playground put in 
the area. Mi~e joked pessi~istieally about the possibilitiee of the petition's 
sueeess. G.l\f. asked the boys to show hi111 so'!le of the land in the area which 'llight 
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t used. All of the boys except Alex cli~bed on their bi~es to rioe to the nearby 
tadow, Alex has a brace on his leg because of a defo~ity. The boys offered to 
2. 
.de hi~ on one of their handlebars, but he said he would w&lk and went along with G.W., 
,umping through the high grass with so~e effort, but cheP.rfully. The boys took G;W, 
1 see the pool where they fish in. They crashed through the underbrush on their bikes 
teping up a lively conversation which Joe partici~ated in only a little. The boys told 
.w. that one or their friends had drowned in the pool, and G.W. emphasized the need for 
Lution in such places. 
Back in the yard, G,W. taught the boys "Hot Handkerchief." Joe, who had previously 
ang back a bit, entered this ga~e enthusiastically at first, but lost interest faster 
aan the others, The boys played with a good deal or banter, but so~e resentment toward 
>e was expressed by Mike, Alex and Pete. Playing "Simon Says9 " Joe vas 'lluch slower 
aan the other boys. 
Soon they sat down again and c.w. and t~e boys discussed the possibility of trips 
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1d a regular meeting ti~e. c.w:, suggested they go to ·th" zoo. The boys were interested 
1 the other places a.w. 'llentioned also and· asked that they go to a ball ga'lle as soon 
1 possible, 
G,W, then asked the'!! if they were really interested in a club and received quite 
1 enthusiastic response. He answered several questions on thin~s like winter activi-
.ee and dues, and then had the boys fill out Ae:ency registration cards.. Mae said 
couldn't fill his card out yet, as he didn't know if he vas interested. (Mac's mother 
1 undecided as to whether she'd like him to join). G.W. told Mac that he could eoone 
.ong whenever he liked and didn't have to sir.n up nov. Joe had difficulty filling out 
cs registration card, and retired to the other sille of a tree away from the other boys 
, do it. Mac helped him, in a kindly fashion, with little criticism, until Joe wrote 
for 62 as his address. Then Mac beca~e exasperated. G.W. made little of the 'llis-
Lke, then_played catch with ~.'0::se who had finishl!d, Joe's mother C&'lle out, helped hi111 
Lnish, and vent back into the house. 
The group then discussed the question of a meeting day. They voted for Monday, 
lthough Mac had first held out for Friday. G.W. is to pick the111 up at 1:00 P.M. next 
ond~ for a trip to the zoo. In case it rains he suggested that they meet in a home 
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nd each bring his favorite table ga~es. Joe said quickly they could meet in his house • 
• 
. w. also suggested that the boys might think about meeting in each other houses during 
he year. 
Pete asked how long the club would last, and G.W. answered •as lonr as you're 
nterested," He told the year round activities they could have, including the week at 
u~er camp, and they seemed quite i~resse~. 
G.W. had brought a ball along and before he left he told the boys that since the 
roup vas now a Club and this was "our" club's first piece of equ1P"1ent, he'd lilre to 
eave it with them. Each boy was to take it a different week, according to the order in 
hich they shoutedz Pete first, Alex second, and Mac third. Pete hollered "! '"' the 
.reasurer." Mi~e and Joe were close, but Mike vas a little faster so t~at he was to be 
'ourth anc1 Joe fifth, Joe was a bit chagrined when Mike joshed hb about it, Alex said 
.t this "vsll, he's a good sport." "'ike said sarcastically, "Oh, yeah, he's a good sport 
,n r;t.ght." G .• w. ma~e it clear that there vas no i"'portance to be ·attached to the order 
.n which one had custody of the ball. The boys talked about next week's trip, then 
ol~d catch after the meeting ended. 
>ECOND MEETING, AUGUST , Present& Alex, Joe, Mike, Pete 
When G.W. arrived, Joe, Alex and Pete were waiting in the backyard. Mike, who 
.ives across the street, was finishing dinner. Joe's mother was out in the yard with 
;he boys, who were ju~ing frOI'I the top or Joe's "shack" to the grass. Joe's 1110ther 
11'11lingly told G.W. that ten boys had been playing firemen in her backyard all day yes-
~rday. Mac was not nresent. Joe had gone to his home, but he was not ho~e. G.W. said 
;hat that was O.K., perhaps'Mac would want to c~e along next time. 
In the drive to the zoo the boys chattered excitedly. G.W. asked them to help by 
ceeping a look-out for. the route markers which they did. G.W. had Alex sit in the front 
1eat because of his leg. He told Alex that he could be the navigator and Alex seemed 
)leased. The boys in the back talked mostly about the shows they had seen. Joe 
lloasomed out for a brief time and talked excitedly with them, especially about the 
~icture "Robin Hood," He said that his mother wanted him to see this picture. Pete 
4. 
aid that he u:!d Mac harl had a good time in the show the other day and recited some of 
he jokes that the two of them had pulled while they were in the theater. G.W. asked 
hether they had brought the club ball along, Pete said he had. Mike and Alex reminded 
1m of who was to have it next. The boys spoke together about the Little League also. 
ete told G,W, that Millville almost went to the finals of the Little League playoffs • 
• w. said "Gee, that's where I'm from,• Pete said "I know, that's why I told you." 
.w. had forgotten that he had mentioned this fact last week, 
a.w. noticed that Mike stuttered much more pronouncedly .this week than last. The 
oys seemed. fairly relued with G.W. J<!e• hQVever, at'ter a few initial colll"'ente about 
he show, lapsed·into silence for most of the trip. He did not join the conversation 
ater on when the boys started talking about high schools, after G.W. had pointed out 
entral High School to them" The discussion went from high schools to colleges, and 
.w. asked if they would like to visit some of the colleges in the city. Alex and Mike 
eemed quite excited by this idea. 
Alex, especially, was affected by tpa scenery. He suggeste~ that some day the 
roup r.o down to White Pond and spend the day feeding the ducks and walking around, 
.w •. asked if the boys would like to stop at one of the ponds on the way b,ack. Alex, 
~te, and Mike said yes enthusiastically. 
At the soo the boys made a bee line for the refreshment stand. They had all 
rought a good deal of Money, so~e as ~uch as s~. G.W. suggested that perhaps they 
Lght want to save the refreshments for later. Alex reacted favorably to this first of 
Ll,.and the others proved a~enable without any further urging on G.W.'s part. 
The boys had all been at the coo at least once before, but they all beca~e very 
ccited when they walked in, They all growled at the leopards, Joe stayed down at 
te end growling at one of the leopards by himself. He later continued this pattern 
• hanging back away from the rest of the group, except a couple of brief times when 
1 stood with Pete and looked at the turtles and twice petting the pigs and fawns with 
te other boys, G.W. refrained from telling the boys not to touch things except where 
~ became absolutely imperative. All the boys fed the eoats and slAmMed at the wire 
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ln the monkey ca~es until G.W. gently but firmly told tham to stop. Mike see~d to take 
~he lead in putting his hands against the wire and petting the ani..,als. He talked 
~ost of all and was most lively., G.W. did not attempt to keep Joe with the group. 
Llex, in his eagerness to keep up with the rest of the group,, al~ost tripped a cou9le 
lf times. G.W. told him to ta~e his arm and said that he knew what it was to wear 
l brace hi..,self. Alex did not appear to resent this but was ear,er to hear the cir-
:~stances of G.W. 1s wearing a brace, etc. 
Du.ring a brief rest period which Alex called for, the boys as~ed G.W. where and 
~en the next .eating would· be. They wanted to start at 3:00 after school started. 
l.W. as~ed if they had thought about a club name. Alex sugrested the "Traveling Club," 
Joe the "Pick Up Club." Mike said he couldn't think of a na~e no "'atter how hard he 
~ried. Pete said he didn't care what the na~ vas. The subject was dropped for lack 
lf interest. 
The boys went eagerly to get refres~ents, Joe joining the rest happily, and eat-
Lng contentedly. The boys all bought the sa"'e thing, popcorn and peanuts. At G,W. 1s 
suggestion the' boys sat on a wall to eat, Joe getting his food last. Pete, then Mike 
and Alex offered G.w. some popcorn. The boys decided to eat by White Pond, so G.W. 
irove them there. On the way the boys sang, and Joe and G.W. tried to teach the 
~there "John J•cob Jingleheimer Sch~idt.• It did not catch on. At the pond Mike 
and Alex sat on one log and Pete and Joe on anoth~r, eatine. Soon Pete joined the 
~ther two. G.W. asked Joe to ca...e join the others, which he did imMediately. Alex 
suggested a walk around the pond. The boys did this, Mike in the lead, .and sto]lped 
and looked at frogs and "'innows. They talked of collecting the~ and G.W. told them 
a ~ethod for catching ~innows. Joe here did not hang back so much as oreviously. 
On the way home the boys began to sing "Take "!e Out to the ilall Ga"1811 and "One 
Hundred i3ot.tles of .Beer 1 11 led by Peta. Joe laughed a:nd enjoyed the song but did not 
join in the singing much. 
When the group reached Alex and Pete's home, they again asked about the baseball 
trip next wselr, Alex a:nd Pete thankc.d G.vl., and the boys "'ade plans to 10eet on their 
lkes ns soon as G.W. -'roor:lcd the.., off. Mike sal,. "th<O~l{s" to G.~J., but Joe averted 
l~ face (as he hac' ~one at the beginninr, of the ..,eeting but not tlurinr, it) and said 
~enh, sP.e you." 
-iLiD 'l FTPIG, Se;:>te"!lber 5, 1052, Pl'P.sent: Alex, Joe, Mil<e, Pete. 
Tt,e boys were wai. tin go at Alex an~ P"te 's houRe when C.~'. arri verl. They were all 
ressec' nicely anc' see..,en entl,usiasti.c about goi.nr,. c.;:. asl<etl Joe and Mike to go hO"'e 
1d r,et baseball Cll'lS bP.eause i. t was a hot day. They didn't want to go since this 
'nlt! involve wallcing a bloclc or so, but PP.te toltl JoP. he shoultl talce his bt"e and ride 
ilce on it. Joe tlid this. The boys later told G.W. that Mae is not .1ointnr. the club. 
l!.ey offend no explanation for this anc'l G.l>. die' not look for any. G.W. had the boys 
lrn up for the Knot Hole Gang. Joe again ha~ trouble in fillinr. out his a,.~ress. He 
ouldn't s?ell Stratford (his street). Mike helped hi.., scornfully. ~ike told Joe it 
a could not reMember how to soell Stratford, all he had to do is CO?Y the way the 
thers had spelled it. During this tl~e Pete kept nudFin~ Joe with his foot until_ 
ate's mother who was sitting on the step told hi'" to sto;>. The boys rushetl to the 
us stoJl. Joe 1s "10ther was therA and she rearranr ed his h,at while hA fidfetP.d. On the 
ri.-p to town the boy,;; were extre"!lely boisterous. At thP. bus stop they had htteh-
iked for a while ant! on the bus they shouted and yellec' at every Passerby, G.W. re-
traininr, the"! only at their "hif,hPst" points. Pete, "'i'«• and Alex asl<ed G.W. when the 
ext "'eeti.np; of t'te r,rouo woulc'l be. HP said it would be a weal< fro"!l M'on<'iay since it 
ould not bP. V<'ry ':lraetieal to have anot'tf'r "!P.etinr two days fro"' torlay (FrVay). ~'hen 
,ri, told '!ike, rete and Alex of this nine <'lay interval, they voteerl their disapproval 
nd said they had hoped we would have a "leeting on ~onc'ay. During the trip Joe for a 
ood part of the tt~e stood. uo and lool<ed out thP. back of the bus. He and Pete got 
nto a couple of verbal spats, Pete treating Joe in a rathAr conte.,Jltuous "lanner. 
i"e and Alex shoved each other around a good deal, so..,eti~P~ good naturedly, so~e­
i"!les not so r,ood naturedly. Alex was "!luch nore acgrP.ssive than G.W. had ever seen 
i~, and ~ike was also very ageressive. When thP.v had to chanee busP.s and wait for 
not>t.er onP., t.hP boys w!'re P.xtremely il'lpatient and liv!'ly. Pete and "ike cli'!lbP.d up 
1e side of a bank buildinr, at the stop. Joe did not follow suit but did later wa~der 
lth the~ into a nearby jeWP.lry store. Pete, ~ike and Alex shouted flip co~ents at 
1e n~sersby. T~ev enrared in ~o vulgarity, however. Joe sucked his thumb for long 
~rlods of tt~e throughout the bus ride an~ then later again throughout the baseball 
l'"e. lie did brivhtefl 11tl a bi. t on the bus trio when G. W. spol(a about the possible 
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rip to ".I. T. Joe sal.d that he had been there many tbes and described the "bl.g !!!ap,net" 
1 had seen there. 
In the subway on the last lap of the ride, Alex went around tryl.ng to get change 
~0"1 people. One or the men there gave him sO"'ething like ,8¢ for a nickel. Alex was 
• first puzzled by this and said, .•well, just give ~e five pennies, I don't want the 8¢." 
1e, man said that this was O.K., he could keep the extra 3¢. Alex was embarrassed by 
1b and blurted out, "you fool," evidently because he didn't know quite what to say. 
1en he becaMe extremely embarrassed and his face reddened. G.W. smiled and said, 
lOW about saying thank you?" Alex did so and see.,ed ~uch relieved. Later, Joe kept 
1inting out certain landmarks to G.W., who complimented him on his tine memory. Pete 
1ard G.W. C(llllpli~ent Joe and asl<:ed hi~ what he hat! .said. G.W. told hi... Pete said 
:ornfully, "oh, yeah, Juu's a brain all right.• Just as tha boys were about to get 
·r the bua a ~an who was sitting near~ and vho had b~c~e rath~r friendly with the"' 
LVB Alex $2.00 as he put it, "for the gang to get soda pop at the baseball ~a'!K!.• 
w. tried to atop the man but could not, so he said thank you. Alex's plan vas to 
~nd a bit on the beys at the game and then kesp the rest for himself. Mi.~e beca~e 
1gry at this af\d they fought all the. way frO"! the bus stop down to the gates of the 
,11 park. G.W. laughed and said, •I guess !!Ioney is the root of all evil. Here we are, 
tst having bean given a nice piece of change by a ~an for all or us to have run with, 
,d we go ahead and instead of being happy about it we have a big fieht about it.d 
, vas later able to settle the dispute by apoointing Alex as te~porary treasurer and 
.rtng t4"1 buy the boys all sorts of thin€'1!1 that they requested, such 'as ga'l!e progra"ll8, 
.c. Whatevezo is left over is to go into· the club treasury. At the ga"'le the only one 
,o vas interested in the ga~e itself was Pete. G.W. talked a good deal with Pete 
out baseball and asked him to explain the finer points of the ga~e to him, which Pete 
dirl very ably and ~aturely. 
During the ga~, G.W. rave the boys a go~ deal of freedom. When they wanted to 
go down near the bull pen to talk to the pitchers who were warming up he allowed them 
~ do so, although he did insist that they go together and that Alex hold on to either 
~ike or Pete when walking down the steen steps. Alex did not.protest at this. The boys 
llso went out for refresh.,ents quite often. Joe, for the "'ost oart, eat aoart from the 
)ther boye. He continued to suck his thumb and to look about hi"' with a preoccupied 
lir, scarcely pausing to look at the ga.,e itself. From so.,e of the questions that Pete 
lSI<ed Joe it ~peared that he knew little about baseball. Mike and Alex were more in-
~rested in talking to s~e of the eeate~ plaYP.re than in the r,a,.,e. Alex s~id excited-
Ly that a plays~ to wh~ he had spoken spoke •a very fine English." 
~il<e and Alex shoved each other and yelled at each other quite a bit. The next 
OO"M!nt, however, they were great buddies. llfike, although very argressive in eeneral 
rae 'f'ftry pleasant to G.W. Alex felt very bad about wanting a hot dot;; since it vas 
rr1day. When Joe, who vas Episcopalian, ea.,e back with a frankfort, Alex asked O.W. if 
1e couldn't have just a little bit.P. out of Joe's frankfort. G.W. kidded hi111 alon~r and 
~ok hie "'ind off t~e subject. Just as they were shoving each other around, Mike and 
•l«X so.,eti.,es pushed Joe, as did Pete. Joe did not retreat fr~ such ohysical ar~rres­
tion, but swung back when attacked. The boys' shoving Joe around vas li"''ited SO'I'P.Vhat 
1robably ~ G.W.'e presence. G.W. tried to engage Joe in conversation on a nU'llber of 
~casione but had very little luck with this. 
Alex at one point cheered for one tea., and shouted "get that boogie" when a Negro 
'rom the opposinr tea'll vas at bat. Later, he svitched his allegiance and cheered for 
;he sa.,e player. 
Mike and Alex reacted to the gang tiehts that were going on between other boys in 
;he bleachers by shouting "what do you think this is, a CO'!Iedy show, anyway?• and Mike 
.n particular see"'ed very anery, although he did not stop shoving Al~>.x ant! Joe around, 
After the f.&l!le, G.W. 1s wife "lP.t the group with a car. The boys were plea11ant with 
1er and did not see"~ e"'!barrassed. Alex whistled at her as they approac!let! the car. On 
he ride hO'!!e ~~e boys were very quiet and talked to each other softly, see,.ing quitP. 
9. 
;ired. When G,W, let the boys off Mike, Pete and Alex said thank you. Joe, although 
1e did not turn his head away as he har! done last week when G, ;: • let hi!!! off, had a pre-
ICCupied air, and when all the boys went into Pete and Alex's cellar, he hung back and 
'ollowed slowly. 
PLEASE MAKE YOUR rlATING AT THIS POINT FOR 
PERIOD I. 
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PERIOD II 
'IGh'TEENTH MEETING, DECI']o(BER , Present: Alex, Mike, Mac 
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When G,W, arrived at Alex and Pete's house where the meeting was to be held, Mac 
md Mike told G,W. that Joe was sick at ho~e and that his ~other wanted G.W, to drop by 
Lfter the meeting. G.W. said he would do this and went ~own stairs with Mac and Mi~ • 
• w. noted that the chatrs were already arranged. When he asked who had t!one this, 
lex said that he had. 
G.W. asked Ale~ to open the meetinf and this he did quite well and exhibited a 
eeling of importance over being president (the boys take "turns" of 3 "'lonths). During 
l . ' 
he discussion re the party which ~s to be held next week, there was a relaxed atmosphere, 
he most relaxed to date. G.W. dlb not ~ress the boys to keeo strictly to business. 
hev joked and told riddles, in between the business at liMd but carried it on quite well. 
lex said that he was goinp. to get a Christ~as tree free fro~ his grandfather so that 
nere would be no need to buy one. When G.W. said that they "'lifht eet together to 
~corate'during the week, Alex said exci~dly that they could r,et tor.ether Saturday A.M. 
3 do this and the boys agreed. The boya,had brourht ~oney for the ?arty indiVidually. 
Lex, Mac and Mike' had brought ~0- and Jo,'a ~other had sent 2S#. G.W. again emphasized 
1at with a club treasury there would be no need to bring these things individually and 
1at the.~oney would be t~re for them to use already. They discussed their assifnments 
~ain and Mike is to get ice crea~ free through his father who "'lanar,es a bowlinr alley 
1er.e ice cream is >!Old. Alex is to get candy and 'lac coke. Joe is to bUy 2 s'llall !)ies. 
, one made any adverse co~ents about the fact that Joe's ~other had only sent 2S#. 
1ey added and subtracted together to decide how "'luch each ite"'l vould cost an~ how the 
tney would be split. G.W. explained a ~yste~ for rifts where everybody includi~ hi•-
tlf would bring a gift and put it into a grab bag and then draw numbers and nick rifts 
• rando~. The boys ~ade no objection to this idea. G.W. ~ntioned that they were 
t1ng to be responsible for seeinr to it that the thtnes were broueht in that they had 
•en assi~ned tq eat and that they voultl be respon~1ble for the "oney which was put in 
•eir charge. 'l'hey see!!IBd to take t'ds serio,sly and G.W. co.,pl1·.,;2nted the"' on the way 
. n which they. had divided uo the money and arranged to r,et the items for the party, 
'here was a minim~ of fighting and Mike and AlPJC shoved each other only once. There 
·as, however, so"'e sniclc:erine when the "'atter of Joe's buying the pies. came up as 
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lP~ made the co~ent that Joe would burn the pies up. The other boys took this up and 
tarted to chime in to the effect that Joe really would burn the pies, G.W. ·said very 
irmly that he knew Joe would do no such thing. The boys began to talk fUrther about 
atohes and fire and 0. W. "!entioned that very often fellows didn 1t know how to use 
' 
atches and fire correctly and .that so"!eday t~ey would have a chance tor,ether in the 
lub to learn how to "'al(e such things as ca"'p !1res correctly. The boys again turned 
o counting up the "'Oney and as they did so ~l(e started to count "2, 4, • and then 
ontinued "2, 4, ~. e, • antl as the other bovs chiloled in on the cheer, "!ike said "who 
o we appreciate?" He finished off by shouting G,W, 's na"'e, then, embarrassed, smiled 
nd said "boo!" ~ike then asked if they could have some games and O.W. said that was 
xactly what he had in '!lind .• 
G,W, set up s~e active ga"'es in which Alex could also participate. During a 
alloon game, ~c and G.W. playe~ Mike and AlPx, and when it ca"'e ti~e to change sides, 
tlere vas a l'lix-up and Mike and Alex didn •t see111 to want to play on G,W. 0s side. Mike 
inally ca"!e over to his side however, and the ga~ went on. The response to all the 
&"'SS vas good. They played a ga"'e of wits very well, ~ke especially being intrigued 
y the ga"'e, but didn't object when it was ti"'e to stop, 
G.W. asked the boys i! they would co"'e with him to visit Joe, and Mac said that 
tley could see him every day in the week, G.W. said that he thought that whenever sO"!e-
oe was sick, hOWever, it would be a nice gesture for the club, if possible, to visit. 
he boys made ~o objectivn to this and G.W. suggested that before they ride over to 
oe'e they might take a short ride, The boys responded to this enthusiastically. On 
~e ride G.W. asked the boye to point out things of interest in the neighborho.od and 
he boys talked to him about soMe of the old houses which had bean moved from one spot 
o another and •bout the bowling alley which was nearby. Alex, at this, explained 
[Citedly that they ought to go bowling at one or these meetings in the near future. 
12. 
o.W. said that this was an excellent idea and that at the party they could discuss go-
Lng to the bowling alley .1ust as soon as possible. Later the car passed Dick, Joe •s 
,ounger brother, anc! the boys mentioned what "a crazy kid" Dick was. Comi.ng back to 
)tratford Street the car passed Glen and Pete co~ing ho~e from basketball practice and 
~he bQys waved to them, Glen waved back but Pete just stared for a moment. The .boys 
tent with G,W, to visit Joe and his mother asked them to stand outside on the porch as 
1he didn't want them to catch anything. They stood, while G.W, went inside, and looked 
~hrough the wtndow at Joe. After a few minutes they started to push each other around 
md to wrestle so that G,W. had to ask them to leave the porch. Mac and Alex waited 
)Utside while Mike went across the street home. When G,W, came outs~de again, Alex 
~ked G.W. to drive him home. Mac came in the car with him, and Alex asked Mac to 
:ome over to his house while he got out his sled as they could go coasting afterward. 
laC said O.K. As Q, w. let them of! .t.l«.o: made a point of saying good bye to G.W., 
10111ething he hasn't done for several weeks now. 
IDIETEENTH MEETING, DECEMBER , Present: Alex, Joe, Mac, Mike. 
The ba,rs were waiting 'ror G.W., st~ding arouna the table. He vas a little late 
Ntcauae or the snow storm. On the table were all sorts of candy an~ cookies as well 
~ ice cream. There was a little tree in the center of the table which vas nicely 
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lecorated and lighted. G.W. said he thought it was one of the nic!!st little displays 
•hat he had ever seen and co,-pl1"1Bnted the boys on it. (Later G.W. found out, question-
.ng Alex, that the boys had not come down on Saturday as had been planned, and that 
.lex and his rather had set the tree and decorations up. AJ.u:-: didn't seem t!ismayed, but 
rae rather proud that he had accomplished this with hie father). O.W, complimented the 
oo:re on the fact thaa they had planned together and had carried out their food assign-
~ 
oents, etc. 
The boys, with Joe shouting "now let's ret (G,W,) his present," all beca'fle quit.e 
~cited and shouted and joked and had O.W. turn his' back. After he had turne~ they 811 
'icked up a lonr. nackare togP.ther and ha.,ded it over to him, raised high in the air • 
. t was a carton of Ca"tel ei'earettes. C .w. said that .they really shouldn't have done 
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Lt an~ <lii!n 1t haw' ~o '-'ut that he thanked them very "'TICh. He said '111 \:on-:l!!r<Or.' 'low they 
mew that CeJ".els "~re his favorite. Joe see..,ed awfully l:lba~ec! at this "'-~<" cnc!'tlec, 
leying t!'lat his "!!ther saw that that was the brand th;,:t G .::1. S'?!Okl'~. 
Joe and ~ke forgot to bring rL"ts to put in the grab bag. 'like borrowed 15¢ 
~rO!II G.~J., which he 'aid oack rieht after the meeting and Mac told Joe that he would 
lend lS¢ so that they coult go out to the nearby store and brine: gifts. While the three 
~re gone o.w. and Alex spoke more pleasantly than ever before about Alex's dog and 
lovling next week, and G.W. again c~l1~ented Alex on his decorations, as they ar-
~anged ~re things for the party. When the boys came back and had the grab bag, Joe got 
~he gift that 0 .w. had broue;ht, a pair of spaceman's elasses •. He looked quite pleased. 
During the ti~e when the boys sat down to eat .they enjoyed themselves very obvious-
Ly, especially Joe and Mike, Joe most of all. Joe, for exa~p~e, ha~ 3. plates of ice 
1re~. Mac beran to talk about geography asking G.W. questions. All the boys joined 
.n. Mike, Alex and Mac all showed a good knowledge. of geography. Mike knew thi~{'S 
.ike the exact sise of Rhode Island for example. Joe, for the first ti..,e, actually 
loined in on this conversation in a really intelligent way, noting, for exa~ple, that 
me can see nov big Texu is from "looking at the map." 
tad ever tried to ~~ intellectual statue in the group. 
This was the first time he 
Mac mentioned hov nice the 
1eason 1s greetings card which he had received !rom G.W. vas. Alex said he had re-
leived one, but Mike and Joe had not received one yet. G.W. said he was sure they 
~uld get one •oon. 
Pete came in at this point. He looked very sour. He leaned against the vall. At 
'irst the boys did not vrnt hill! to collie in on the party. because he hadn 1t chipped in, 
~t G.W. ins1e~d that he vas one or the club ~bers and that he should be allowed in. 
'he boys 1 protests subsided rather quickly. G. W. in vi ted Pete to sit down and have 
10"18 of the refreslrtoents. At first Pete said he did not want any so G.W. did not press 
11.111, and he managed to eat so..,ething of every one of the retresh111ents before the party's 
•nd. Also, later when the boys asked a.w. to. tum up the lifht in the roo111, Pete raced· 
11rer and did it. 
ih asked if G.W". had any new games today. G.W". said that was jUllt what he had 
lanned on doing right now. The boys played "Find the Leader" first and Pete began 
o interfere. He brother Alex got quite angry with him and G.W. had to break this up • 
. ater Pete began to taunt Joe when he didn't do so well in this game. and. O.W. had to 
tep in as Joe had started to punch Pete. Then two more games that the boys had re= 
.uested were played. Mac wanted to lead 11 Do this, Do that," and G,W. let him. Alex 
idn 1t want to play this at first but Y&tched with increasing interest. Joe was the 
irst to lose in the game and Alex began to shove him. G,W. had to ask the boys to 
top and they did quickly • 
. The boys then discussed going bowling Mxt week and G.W. said that he would pick 
he"' up and drive them over. They were quite excited over tnis, espf'Cially Alex. 
,.w. asked the. boys to help during the clean-up. Alex said they needn't bother too 
1uch as he would take care of most of it. The boys, however, helped clean up. Joe 
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orked fairly hard at this and did everything that G.W. asked him to do as far as clean-
Ill• Pete made a special point of saying good-bye to G.W. before he left. 
Mac, who was leaving his case of soda bottles in Alex and Pete's house, counted 
.he full ones so that they would not drink any. 
The boys all left in high spirits. 
WENTU:TH MEETING, D&:EMBER , Present; All 
When G.W~ arrived, Joe was standing with hi~ hancle in his pockets leaning against 
, car, while Pete, Alex and Glen were standing in the street playing nearby. Joe did 
10t vave to G.W. as G.W. passed by him. The boys were wuiting for Mike, and Joe and 
~en had an ar~ent over whether ~ike could coMe, Glen said he waa eick, Joe claim• 
.ng loudly that he was not. Joe volunteered to rin~ the bell and get Mi~e out. Joe 
!:!.d so and Mike came out il!ll'lediately. Meanwhile Mac called and said he vas coming 
lown. G.W. told hi~ that they could pick him up at the bowl1nr alley. 
On the way Pete began his usual habit of ~aking sly cracks at the expense of the 
1ther members. Olen and Alex followed his lead to s~e extent. o.w. tried to joke 
•bout the 11Chr1stmaa Spirit" and being pleasant to people, but this had little effect. 
oe and Mac sat in front with G.W. Glen and Pete said loudly that they were .going to 
o as they pleased at the bowling alley, so .G.W. said that it would be necessary for 
i~ to set up the syste~ for playing and that those who weren't able to abide by this 
yst~ would have to stay h~. This stiumulated further hostility on their part and 
~ey continued to make cutting jokes. Before they went into the alley, G.W. took Glen 
nd Pete aside and told them directly that he had told them a long time &f,O that as 
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he older me"'bers or the group he expected them to set an exa..,ple. He said that was all 
e was going to say and asl{ed them to follow him into the bowling alley. 
Mike's father, vho manages the alley, helped the~ get settled, and occasionally 
kidded" his son about his playing. Mike would look to see if his father was watching 
afore releasing a ball. G.W. set up tvo separate ga,.,es, one with Alex, Pete and Glen 
nd the other with Mac, Joe and Mtke. At first, although each of these sides was set 
p to have an intra-group contest, Pete, Alex and Olen started to tally up the total 
f their own scores against the other three boys, until it became apparent the Joe~Mac­
l.ke tea111 would easily win. Then they stopped that scoring. As the play went on there 
as very little fighting, and the boys beca~ very ~cited enjoying the g~me. Pete 
nd Glen lost their earlier disinterested attitude and also became very pleasant 
award G.W. and asked him many questions, how to score, etc. 
Joe became very excited and grimaced happily, his eyes bright, as play progressed. 
e shouted every- time he 01ade.a good play and hollered "Jeepers Creepers" over and 
nr again. He came up w1 th the highest score in either game. There was little carp-
ng or nagging on the part of any of the boys. Glen even looked over and praised one 
f Joe's throws. Pete acknowledged that he couldn't keep up with Joe in bowling. 
Lex bad the lowest score in his side and Mac in his, but neither of them were lauehed 
t; or chided. 
Ae the game vsnt on G.W. did lees and less of the scoring and had the boys score 
neir own gaMes. Joe at first didn't come over to the scoring sheet, except to give 
is own score. At one point, however, he finally ca~e over and tried to add his own 
eore. He was too excited and became confused. G.W. tried to have hi~ figure it out 
or himself until Pete and some of the others came over and began to get irate be-
ause Joe was tak1.ng so "'UCh ti-le. Then G.W .• helped Joe and praised him for trying, 
Joe asked alter the gsme if they could go for refreshments, and became excited 
gain when G,W, said yes, .He and Mac went ~r first, followed by Mike and Alex, 
ike's father and G.W. told Glen and Pete they were not to play the pin-ball machine 
ecause they were too young·~ so they went to the ice .crea>~~ bar also. After .the boys 
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ad ordered ice ere~, G, W. asked if they would like to take a short ride before going 
0111e, and they chorused yes. Pete, Alex and GlP.n went into the back and Joe followed 
~am, Mac and Mike sitting in the front of the car. Glen asked G.W. to drive b,r the 
ond to see -it ice skating vas going on. o.w. did so. As they drove the boys talked 
Oout an explosion which had taken place in a nearby factory and about a fire they eav. 
lex, Pete and Glen all shouted that Dick, Joe's brother, "'ust have lit the fire. Joe 
aid in a very matter or fact voice that Dick doesn't come up that far. Glen started 
~ taunt Joe about Dick's fire setting. G.W. tried to divert conversation b,r telling 
oout how the group could learn how to use fire correctly, etc., but this had little 
rfect eo he said he would appreciate it if the conversation were changed. 
As Alex, Pete and Olen were leaving the car at Alex and Pete's house, Alex began 
) talk about fire and Joe's part in it. At this Mike turned around and said "you're 
) one to talk." At this Pete and Olen looked knowingly at Alex and said s~thing 
)OUt possibly haTing set so"'e fire. Alex grinned and said that Mike, Joe and he had 
'en involved'in·a fire but it vas·an accident. There was "'P.ntion that most of these 
Lres were set in a dulllp nearby. 
PLEASE I".AKE YO\D ;lATING A'J.' THIS POINT FOR 
PERIOD II. 
~IRTY 1>lXTH Mm'l'ING, MAY 1 Present: Glen, Joe, Mae, Pete 
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The meeting had originally been scheduled for_outdoor games, but gathering outside 
Len 1 s house the boys decided that they didn 1 t want this. Mike and Alex were not 
res.ent. Milce b1.d a special aeeordian lesson and Alex had gone off fishing with some-
le else (the first time Alex has gone ott like this). Joe and Mae.rushed to the ear, 
~iling and shouting "front seat," then added "this ear has taken enough ot a beating," 
ld laughed. Joe said it was too h11t for ball and, even though he vas sllliling, said 
'vas going.a~ if they played ball. The others also said they wanted to escape the 
!&t. Pete said s0111ething .about going. to a 'IIIUSelll!l where it vas cool, Joe suggested 
ride on the main route or fishing. At first there vas a great deal of yelling, then 
1e boys calmed down. G.W. finally suggested they might see if the &lllusement park vas 
lened. The group accepted this idea whole-heartedly •. As G.W. drove he asked questions 
1out his car stalling, Joe and Mac anllf8red the questions, and Glen and Pete 1!l8de de-
1g~tor;r remarke about their anavers. This pattern vas repeated later but never bec&lll8 
1re 111erious than, exc,hanges of •stup_id11 between Joe and Glen. Joe laughingly said SO"'e• 
1ing about .r~re engines and Olen said "you know enough about fires already." ~· W, 
tiled and said 11 1 hear there are a lot of guys down ;rcur_ way who know _about fiJ:ea.• 
1e laughed and said "yeah, Pete, you know," There were no further remarks about this. 
They passed a field where a R 0 T C review vas going on and G.W. asked if the boys 
•uld like to see it. Mac and Joe said, yes, very ~uch, Pete and Glen said no, so o.w. 
10k Mac and Joe out to watch. The others soon followed. They watched for a while 
1d Joe asked G,W. questions about what vas going on. Joe saw an air force man and 
Lid perhaps Capt, Standish, the officer who had escorted the group around the Air-
LIIB was there. All the boys climbed the iron fence and G.W. quietly asked them not 
• do this because the points at the t:op of the fence would hurt them, The last to re-
10nd was Glen. 
Pete and Olen told G. W. about Little League atraira and Pete asked it G. W, 
,d another club today and when ri.w. said no, Pete said, good, because O,W, could spend 
1re time vith the boy11. As they rode further Joe was eilent, Mae told o.w. about 
lle newT V staticins being built, his cousin in the Ar.,ry, etc., carrying the conversa,. 
Lon as he often does. Glen and Joe had a.fight over where Alex had gone with his 
riend John and the boye eased off after some co""'ents by G. W. Earlier they had 
ought over a seat and G,W, had to restrain Joe when he hit Pete. 
The amusement section a~ the park was closed, The boys were dieap9ointed but 
oolc it well, They started to run down the grass and G.W. told the111 quietly not to. 
oe followed G,W, for a momen1i, then rushed after the group also. Waiting for ice 
re~ there was an argument between Joe and Glen, then between Joe and Pete over e~e 
rangeade e~one bad left in a cup. Joe knocked over. the cup after a dare from Pete • 
• w. quietly said that eameone else might have to clean the mess up. Joe smiled half 
n embarraell'lll!lnt and half in defiance, G,W, dropped the subject. As usual, Joe was 
he most hapPY and excited over ice cream. G,W. eat with the boys on a log fence, and 
ete told G,W, about a place where he had gotten a special cone. Glen offered to hold 
,W, 1e cone for him while he got on the fence. Joe imitated Mac standing on the fence 
nd spilled all his ice cre&~~~. There was little derisive co~ent from the others, and 
oe roared with laughter. G.W. s111iled and said Joe was a good aport. 
Driving back Pete and Glen sat in the front seat, Joe and Mac in the back, Mac 
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nd Joe were very lively, gay and talkative. Glen suggested they visit a famous near-
y battle grolDld·next week, Joe was at first excited at this idea, then said no. The 
there wanted to go. Glen turned to Joe and said "we did whatever you wanted to do 
his week, nov you do what we want you to." Joe said they hadn't done everything he 
·anted to do. Mac and Joe invited G,W, to their eh&ek to aee the scrap iron they had 
ollected, There was a fight between 'Joe and Pete at· the shack, then they calmed down, 
hen Glen and Pete lett. G.W. complimented the boys on their shack and they discussed 
elling the scrap iron. Joe's face remained very sober until he spoke to G.W., then 
t would brighten up, 
HIRTY SEVENTH MEETING, MAY , Present: All 
As a. w. drove up Alex vas playi!'lg catch with a friend in the street. Pete and 
ilen came around the corner carrying baseball11 and gloves. Pete and Glen hung back 
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~ G,W. with their usual sour expressions, Joe and Mac ran to the car with a lot of 
1ud laughter, Mac and Joe wanted G.W. to ride off without Mike, but G,W. from a pre-
.ous phone connrsation with Mike 1 s 1110ther, knev he would be over later, so they waited 
1til he arrived. Mac and Joe sat in the front seat. 
On the W&T to the battle field, Alex and Pete made extre'!lely sarcastic remarks to 
och other. As Glen and. Mike joined in the remarks became general in the back of the 
ll'o In front, Joe and Mac' enjoyed very much G,W, explaining the mechanics of the 
II' to. them, Joe had asked G.W. to let him let down the brake, and G.W, did so. He 
.so asked for permission and did turn the key. Joe later became quiet, tallcing to Mac 
casionally, The boys in back started fighting, and Alex and Pete began hitting each 
.her so that G,W. was forced to stop the car, He said that he knew Alex wasn't teelir~g 
•od (he will have to wear the brace tor several months longer than be had previously 
.ought) and it was understandable, but the time WQuld. pass and prett7 soon things would 
•t look glo01117 at all. Meanwhile, he said, he could not allow fighting in the car, as 
. was dangerous, Alex smiled angrily and said, "I don't feel bad," and he and Pete 
opped their phl"'ical aggression. The bo7" in the back turned to malcing hostile .re-
rks toward Joe, most . of the remarks actually being about Joe 1 a brother, Alby. They 
id, laughing, that Alby had made mud pies from feces. Mike began ta!!ing the lead, and 
w. reminded him that the last few times it was he who bad the "mud" thrown on ~. 
Ice said "Joe threw it on me." G.W. reminded him that all of the bo7" did. Alex said 
sertively that Mike was their friend nov. G.W. let them talk together and the con-
raation cooled down, Joe defending his brother. G,W, involved Mac and Joe in being 
o-p1lots," which they enjoTSd• 
At the battle ground, G.W. bad Joe pull up the brake and Joe, smiling, asked more 
est1ons. Glen foiD'Id a dead bee and said aOI'Iething about. eirtng G.W. a present and 
I'IIV it at him. Then he Alex, Mike and Pete ran across the road despite G,W. 1s warn-
It• G,W, made them o0111e baok and cross again with him, explaining the dangers. There 
1 little resistance to this. Pete asked G.w. a question about the history or tha 
ttle field, but the boys did not seem too interested and Joe and Mike walked ott. 
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Uex bev,an thrcnr1ng large rocks into the river and G.W. stopped hi"', saying that it was 
better than gettinf." thrown out later by sO'I'e one else. They later threatened to stone 
s~e -otor boats. After several close ~issee anrl re~ueale to heed O.W. 1s request, G.W. 
said that the group had to go h~e, it was not i~rtant who had e~ closest, the 
group had to learn that it is necessary to observe certain rules. He explained that he 
lfiiS not angry. The boYI!I hel!l'lled and hawed, collected some bark for souvenirs, and read 
SOWle headstone poems on their way to the ear. 
On the way- back, Pete and Glen eat in front. The boys in back started to throw 
mall pieces or bark, primarily at a.w. G.W. sto<:>oed the car and said there was a 
- - . 
~i"'e and a place for everything. Ordinarily he would not be disturbed by this but this 
rind or thin,g could be dangerous when driving a car. The bark throwine subsided, but 
~ggling and joking continued, Alex being in the center of the activity, and Joe taking 
nore part than usual in the conversation. 
There were sO'IIe "'ore aggressive CO"'"'S"ta, but O.W. diverted the"' by having the 
:1011!1 name ears they passed. Joe argued w1 th ,_ike ovP.r a ear "'al<f!, and Mike baited Joe 
m his lack or knowledge in history. O.W. got into the conversation and got a question 
U1d answer session going. 
Q. W. spoke to the boYI!I about the iiiiJlOrtance of planning in the future and asked 
~hem to think about the things they have liked and·have not liked this year so they 
rould know better what would be the beet progra"' for next year. Pete was surprised 
;hat the group was continuing next year. Mac, followed by Joe, said that they liked 
;he Air-port the best and "playing ball in the hot sun" the least. Mike said he liked 
:he musell'l! best and "being in Joe's shack the lP.ast." Glen said he liked this least 
llso, and Pete and Alex did not answer. 
G.W. went in with the boys for ice creaM. He was the last one to enter the 
1laee, and Mac said "here eo"'es "'oney-bags.• All of the boys except Alex wanted rain-
1ov ice erea"', he ordered coffee ice crea"'. Joe was very excited over the ice crea"'. 
•t the ear ~ac oointed to where sO'IIe spittle had gotten on the door and G.W. explained 
.n a quiet voice that a .ov1ng ear was not the place to spit from. As G.W. let the 
>ys off Mac cleaned up SO'lle of the bark that ~vas en tl•e floor. Ale:' sdd "thanks for 
1e ice cream." He started to say "Mr. (G.l'l.),• so,mthi,og he had not called G.W. for 
long time. Pete and Glen trent out together as did Muc and Joe, who uent in the op-
>site direction. 
IIRTY EIGHTH MEETING, May 25, 1953, Preaentt Alex, Glen, Joe, Hac, M:l.ke 
When G,W. arrived at Joe's hou&e, Joe &rJd Mac aaid that the g:>Gup uere out back. 
ley laughed and said that they were probably watching tta hut, but they were going 
! surprise them. They sneaked out back ae G.W. caution~d the'll against hitting any-
te. They sneaked up and then yelled at the boys a:nd G.W. finally had to step 1n as 
1e was going to hit Alex who had climbed to the top of the ehack. G,W. vent over to 
1t Mike, mentioning to Alex that although it uould be difficult for him (Alex) to get 
, camp, G.W. would be able to go down with Alex a couple of times a week for several 
1ur11. Alex l!laid "I don't caN~" to thiS idea, but he !loemed ple&.!i<'!ll, He yelled, as 
.W. l!tArted for Mike'l!l house, "dun't hurry beck!" llo'ld Glen echo13!l hion. ll'hen G.W. 
lme back, Alu, Mac, Joe and Glen sut on the rcof or the hut. G.rl. sat on a stump. 
1on, Glen, Alex and Mike came into conflict over ..-t,c ,·as t.o be president for the next 
' . 
. 1 
tree months. Mike and Glen "bucked up" tl>nd l1ik.e wen, t&kine ch<a'ge 1Jf the n:eeting in 
I 
lackadail!ical, yet hostile Ytiirq. G.W. brought ~up the Qt'~sticn of r~o••e plar.ning for 
aeir own prorram by them, themselves, The group .,.,.,.f) able to tl1inlr. of only an out-
1or movie and swimming. They got tl.Nd of t-alking, ";ike t.<Sllin;:: G.H. that his jaw 
ll! getting tired. G.W. then bro·"ght up th.o questio" of dues, but at first thl!l boye 
lde fun of the idea, Mae shout::.n;;; that they should ;l3.'T<! r.o dues, Joe that they should 
lY l# a year, etc. G,W, !l&id nothing at this point, ll.ncl .alex BJtid th<Jy ought to pay 
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1ntinued to eay that. ther., ought to be no th:~a. Tho nwtion for 5~ o. weok vas carried, 
.W. mentioned that they uo:lltl no·, n.;ccl a.nothcr o!fir;.,r·. ••:ac s&id right away this 
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ond.nated Joe ... Glen voted for h1ntself9 and the resu.1:ti9 'Wt"lra: Glen, 2, Ale:z 9 OJI Joe, 1 9 
nd Mac 1 vote. G.Wo thtm el.rplc.ined \-Jhat the dues could be used for.. Glen ".VBS to 
ollect the dues. Joe eaid qu1t.e firmly that G.Wc. 11 sh01.llo be tl':e one t.:l keep the duE.eo 11 
e said laugh1ng 11 that Glen coul(m 8 t be trusted. Again there \;e1·o cOM!Ilt:nts ll.bout b()1.ng 
lred of talkingo G.W., however, expl~~ned one mora thir.g briefly, camp dues. 
At this point someone suggested n tug of war. Glen s9>"id tt·at Mikej Almt and he 
)uld pull against Joe, Mac and G.W. G.W. suggest0d Dick, vho vas present, 1~ hiB 
lace. Mike And Dick etartad ll fight, and G.W. had to 8Sp1l'"lrtA! th~n!., Dick be~a..,e 
.ai te wild. Joe started to y.all at Olen, trho waa ruing eo me garcl~n poles tor 'fflarkers. 
~ complained the.t Joe didn •t. hG;vc to ~rGll at hill'l. E-ach a~de von .!l ga~.e, then Dick 
1rew ll. tantrum end G.W. had to ce.lnt h.im. Tha fighting COiltinuacl off U.."ld O!lt ev~ry.,. 
1e being involved. 
G.W. finally suggeste~ the) eo to the cu. EV9n Mac harl be:gun fc:- the 1'1rst 
LT'Ile fighting with Mikeo Dick's mothel' had to dr&g hitr. into the house. In the ear 
,Wu s~d he expected soma fighting among the boye, that fellows wouldn't be boys 
.thout 1t, but there vne eo m.uch the last row weektJ 1'ii U&!l spoiling th<"1b· f'uno Alex 
u! Mae said they liked it. G.\oJ., laughed &.'1d eaid <:.hat the¥ di~n·it look very happy 
lh~dule would be slowing down. Verbo.l aggression r.ontim.:~:tl arid a.ftor Joe tta .. GV some 
.ous. The hoetili ty ec.>ntinue~ 9 !tnd uc..s diroctnd tm.:ud Jc~, t::'i th Mil<:e2 t£kin6 the 
tad. Mae det~ndad J'oe onC·3o G.W. t~aid the gl·oup eoul6 do bet~r tb::.n t.hey had been 
,d ht! hoped they would bQ abl~ to do so next time. Jca sdd foz- the firtJ t t11'11e, 
.et '11'18 just sock Joe once. 11 Alo:t and Mike said "'Ie don't Wilr!t hiu. 11 G.W. eoid in 
very definite tone trJ want him ~.nd \'er.r ~mch to(> a 1' 
At the ice cre&.'TI pn.I·lor, Gl!n, as Mac had dcne~ refE.~'l cd to G.rle us 11noney bt.ge.'1 
I 
Wo ment1"ned thg po:ssibility o · JilT~ GE=>acy joining the g!..:.>\Jr. .e~t. j""::'r and Mae su.id 
lub next year. Are you going to bB, HUcer" Mike ohrugged. 
In the ear, Milce 'll'lade angry COllfMnts at Joe, nnd G.W. prot,eetod "Toe. t-!i'.ce 
aid that G.W. didn't protect him uhen he waa on the reeelving and. G.W. smiled and 
~Minded hi~ how he had. Gl~n also reminded Mike of this. 
At Joe's house the~ was so~e ~ore 3qu bbling and ~fuc nskeo G.W. if they eould 
1ave two meetings a l!eek. There 11ms some talk ov_r the beat day tor m~etingsJ tho 
•oyB compl&ining ii.bout inconvenient d&ya. Joe mld r~nc fended off a.w. 1u efforts to 
1nke conTerea.tion and G.W. w"nt into the house for scheduled &ppointmen'' uith Joe's 
tether. 
Pete, who had been absentt e~:Wle running up shouting "'!rllert: nro yc..u guing111 Qtj 
.he boys departed. 
PLEASE MAKE YOU!{ RA'l.'I~G AT 'l'HIS POI'IT FOR 
PERIOD III 
THEN FILL OtT!' 'l'HE QUESTIOIDtAIHE 
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